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Governor urges MSU regents to open search
By AMY WILSON
Start Writer
A show of support from Gov.
Brereton Jones has members of
Murray State University's Faculty Senate standing firm by their
request for a more open presidential search.
In a March 30 letter addressed
to board of regents chairman
James Buus and copied to the
regents and Faculty Senate President Dr. Nancey France, Jones
said he shares the concern
expressed by the senate.
"Members of the faculty, the
student body and the general
public should receive resumes for
the finalists at least a week in

Good faith promise stands, regents say
advance so that they can inquire
of their counterparts at the candidates' school and community
about their qualifications." Jones
said.
However, the regents had mixed reactions to the letter.
"My opinion is the governor
should stay out of the internal
affairs of the university and to
me, this is an internal affair,"
said regent Virginia Strohecker.
"I understand that the faculty
wants more information, but 1

don't think the governor should
be involved."
Butts said the governor's letter
is "moot" because the board
addressed the situation at the
March 29 special meeting.
At that meeting, faculty regent
Frank Julian tried to express the
faculty's frustration regarding the
lack of timely information.
Because the regents had called
a special meeting, they were prohibited from acting on items on
the agenda. However, regent Sid

Easley. who is chairman of the
search committee, agreed to
"make a good faith effort" to provide the information at least 72
hours in advance.
"The letter is plain that he is
not interfering and only making a
suggestion," Butts said. "I welcome the governor's counsel in
matters involving Murray State
and have indicated I will take any
advice."
In the letter, Jones acknow-

.By STACEY CROOK
Stan Writer
March winds kept Calloway
County Fire-Rescue firefighters
on the run from one field fire to
the next. In fact, volunteers
responded to 55 alarms, 31 of
those calls were field or woods
fires.
"March was the busiest
month we've had in the last two
or three years," said Chief Greg
Cherry.
He said' dry conditions- and
gusty winds were the catalyst
for a number of field and woods
fires. Most of the fires, began
when trash piles got out of
control.
"If you're going to burn, try
to have a natural barrier around
the fire so it won't spread,"
Cherry said. He suggests simply
discing soil around trash piles
before burning.
State law prohibits open
burning from midnight until
4:30 p.m. from now until May
15. Cherry said using common
sense can prevent many fires
from raging out of control.

According to Snider, it is not
uncommon for the gmernor to
express his concerns as -a
See Page 2

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

,

STACEY CROOK/Ledger S Times photo

CCFR firefighter Tim Larson attempts to gain entry into a burining
house Monday afternoon. See Reports, page 2, for more information.

• See Page 2

Murray police investigators
have determined an early morning house fire Saturday was
intentionally set, according to a
report released today.
Det. Sgt. Ronald Wisehart said
the 4:51 a.m, fire at 205 Spruce
Street is arson. He said police do
have suspects, hut charges have
not been filed.
"We liave evidence a 'fire was
started in two separate placeS in
the house," Wisehart said, adding
that the multiple points of origin
are not related to one another.
Hc added that there was no
evidence the fire could have been
caused by an electrical
malfunction.
Wisehart said the house was
unlocked and someone apparently
entered the home, which was
occupied by a woman' and her
three children, and set the fire.
Police have not released the
names of the occupants, who
escaped the blaie unharmed.
Murray Fire Department
• See Page 2

Kentucky won't
hold tax refunds

I

"The governors have been
accused in the past of interfering.
but I think those accusations are
without merit," said Norman
Snider, director of coniniunk
lion services for the Counill on
Higher Education.

Police say
house fire
ruled arson

Field fires
keep county
volunteers busy

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Unlike five of the last eight
years, Kentucky will not delay
income tax refunds this year, a
top state tax official said.
Steve Lcnarz, commissioner of
the Kentucky Department of Tax
Compliance, said Monday that
officials from the state Finance
Cabinet have assured him that
refunds will not be withheld.
Refunds have been delayed in
the past because of tight budgets.
The unbalanced budget that the
1994 General Assembly approved
probably will not affect refunds,
Lcnarz said. That budget covers
the two years beginning July I.
"What I was told by the
Finance Cabinet people is that,
given the worst-case scenario,
there will still be money to pay
all the refunds," Lenart said.
But the state is a few - days
behind on the number of returns
it normally processes by this time
of year because of the severe
winter and a power failure a few
weeks 'ago. Lenart said.

'edged that "from time to time, a
governor might justifiably
eAwess concern or dissatisfaction
about board decisions, but in the
absence of extreme circumstances, a governor should be
hesitant to intervene in university
matters."
In addition, Jones said that "for
some reason, Murray State has
had more than its share of difficulties in the past, and I would
hope that you would promote an
open and congenial search for the

new president."
Although the governor does
not control the university governing boards, it is his responsibilit)
to select a new member from a
list of three names when a seat
becomes vacant.

I

r

Survivor tells
story of rescues
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

Taxpayers filing returns now
can expect a refund in eight to 10
weeks, which is the state's normal turnaround time near the
April 15 filing deadline.
Filings nationally are running a
little behind 1993, said Mary
Byrns, spokeswoman for the
Internal Revenue Service in
Louisville. She the reason could
he that more people think they
owe the government money this
year.
''We get the balance (of
returns) later in the year when
they owe," she said.
Returns must be postmarked by
midnight on April 15.
John Johnston, district manager
for H&R Block in Central Kentucky, said people must file for
an extension if they can't make
the deadline.
The extension, Form 4868, also
must be postmarked by April 15
or taxpayers face penalties. The
penalty is 3 percent of the laI not
paid for each month a return is
late.

NOTICE

MARK YOUNG Ledger • Times photo

Holocaust rescuer Irene Opdyke, right, who hid Jews from the Nazis
during World War II, visited with audience members after speaking at
Murray State Monday night.

STACEY CROOK t.og. S •-os oriole

Is it real or not? Visitors to the Currts Center got a Mance to upon- ,
once "virtual reality.' attic machinos were tot up Monday Hundreds
waited throughout the day to give virtuality a try

SPORTS

Irene Opdyke has seen some
awful sights in her life, and she
wants to help make sure she never has to see them again.
Opdyke is among 5,000 people
in the world recognized for bravery during the Holocausteand she
told her emotional story Monday
night in the Curt Auditorium of
the Collins Center for Industry
and Technology at Murray State.
Opdyke hid Jews in the villa
basement of a German major for
whom she was a housekeeper
during World War II.
"My parents taught us to play
with all children, regardless of
their nationality or religion: we
all belong to one human family,
and it's my desire to unite everyone," she said.
Opdyke was horn in Poland. In
her teenage years. Poland was
taken over by Germany and Russia. "I was beaten and violated by
Russian soldiers and left in the
snow to die. hut I didn't." she
said.
Opdyke was taken to a Russian
hospital to recover, then sent to
work in an ammunition factory in
Poland. One day she fainted,
right in front of the German
major she would later work for.
"I told him in my be German

SS How can anyone believe it never happened? 51
...Irene Opdyke

accent that I wanted to vwrk, hui
that the chemicals Ind& iii
h Ii
sick," she said. "I eue
sorry for me he all st! I A ,1 •
blond-haired and blue esed
A few days later, ho\Accr.
Opdyke had her first exptirkink ,
of the persecution of the Jews "I
saw people behind barbed
she said. "There were pregri,ou
women and small children. and I
saw the soldiers take a bah) from
a woman's arms and shoot her in
the head. On the outside of town
there was a shallow gra%e where
the Jews were buried after thes
were shot, and many of them
were buried alive.
"I asked God where he vas."
she said. "Then I asked him for
the opportunity to help "
Soon afterward. Opdyke was
assigned to work serving meals it
German soldiers There were I.'
II See Page 2
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III Governor...

ImmanuelLutheran Church
15th & 31ain Street

because no one that 1 am aware
of contacted the governor,"
France said. "What it says to us
is that he is on top of the issue.
"The faculty senate is alive and
well at MSU because of how we
communicate to the faculty and
how the faculty communicates to
us," she said. "We owe this to the
executive committee and the
senate for making our voice
heard."
France said she plans to read
the letter to the other senators at
the senate meeting today.
"The news about the letter has
been getting around and the
faculty are pleased," she said.
"The search committee has a difficult task and we appreciate that,
but it needs to be more open. I
hope the committee does its best
to do what the governor has
asked."
Faculty regent Dr. Frank Julian
said that although the letter was
"after the fact," the board appreciates all the help it can get.
"It meets my needs and the
faculty's needs to have the governor on our side," Julian said. "I
ink his viewpoint is the faculiewpoint and I have every
licve we will be able
ance notice of

Murray, Kentucky
Sunday, April 10, 1994

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

FROM PAGE 1

'1'7. •

••
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spokesman for the people in the
state."
Although the governing boards
are independent of the governor.
Snider said it is appropriate for
the governor to give his opinion.
"I would believe his opinion
holds quite a bit of weight."
Snider said. "It IS appropriate for
those in positions of authonty to
listen to the concerns of the highest executive in the state."
Last fall, Jones was instrumental in setting the agenda for the
Higher Education Review Commission, which examined program duplication in higher
education.
The faculty senate views the
governor's letter as 3 positive
show of support.
"I was surprised to see it

.
-

Please be our guest for
Friendship Sunday
at

10:15 a.m.

Pick 3
2-9-5
Pick 4
8-9-5-1
Cash 5
2-16-28-29-33

Potfuckfuncheon tofollow.

•

candidates."
Although the faculty senate has
directed Julian to express the
faculty's concern and disappointment regarding the search process, Butts said he thinks the concerns are "much ado about
nothing."
"This is the most open search
conducted at MSU," Butts said.
"We are open and above board
with everyone and the duly
elected faculty and student representatives are on the search
COM Matte.
"I think the committee is an
excellent mixture: a Lady, three
Democrats and two Republicans,"
he said. "I think the processes
used in the past didn't work and
it was time for a change."
Easley said he thinks everyone
on campus has the same goal.
"We've received numerous
comments about the candidates
and Frank, Brian (VanHorn) and
I are accessible," Easley said.
"No one is being sneaked
through."
Much of the difficulty with last
week's three candidate interviews
was getting everyone on campus,
he said.
"Trying to get 16 people here
at the same time is the scheduling
problem," Easley said. "We could
get the board here for only three
days and we wanted to get the
candidates here in succession if
we could."
Easley said the search committee "has not made any determination" pertaining to when the next
candidate or candidates will visit
campus.

Shall

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For )our Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2180
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plata

UPS

B•111-111-G-0
Sp..u.,,rvd by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
$1,000 Letter H Jackpot!!!
• 14 Games -- $100 Each
• $900 Jackpot — (54) Number Call
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each week
• Letter 11" — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $1000!
(Con4olation Prize - 10q of -H* Jackpot, minimum $100)
• :3 Special Game, - Double Bingo pays 60'4, 75',i and 90'4

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

Since Dec. 1, 1993, CCFR has
averaged more than 1,400 volunteer hours of firefighting. Cherry
said an average of 20 firefighters
respond to each structure fire and
eight to 10 go out on fide) fire
runs.
He said approximately two to

Murray
Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Dr
Murray, KY 42071

Jews working there, and Irene
became their eyes and ears.
"Many papers with the stamp of
the Gestapo (German police)
found their way into my pockets,
and I got the plans to the Jews
before they were carried out."
Opdyke then went to work for
the German major at his villa,
and she decided to hide her Jewish friends in the basement there.
When German soliders were sent
to paint the villa, she hid her
friends in the attic.
Not long after, Opdyke found a
passage under a gazebo at the
major's house, and she hid the 12
Jews there sometimes. Then one
day, one of the Jewish girls told
her she was pregnant. "Someone
said we would have to abort the
baby because it would cry and
the major would hear it, but I
couldn't do it," she said.
Opdyke said she became even
more fearful for the lives of her
Jewish friends and herself when
the German major saw the pregnant girl in his house when
Irene left the basement door
unlocked. "He went to the library
where there was a phone, so I
told the Jews to go under the
gazebo, where we had put food,
water and blankets, and that if 1
didn't come get them in three
days, they would know that I had
been executed because that was
the sentence for anyone who
helped Jews."

three hours are spent at each
structure while about an hour is
expended at each field fire.
"But it all depends on how big
the fire is," Cherry said.
An additional 1,670 hours have
been logged in training time.
Cherry said the department has a
state-certified training instructor
who conducts weekly classes.
In the past four months, the
department has responded to 147
alarms ranging from structure
fires to hazardous materials calls,
according to CCFR reports.
Cherry said of the 34 structure
Ekes reported since December.
the State Fire Marshal's Office
has been called to to investigate
approximately 75 percent.
"We call the fire marshal when
we are not absolutely sure why or
where the fire started," Cherry
said.
Additionally,- the Department
of Forestry is notified of each
field or woods fire.
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responded to the call Saturday
morning and were on the scene
for two hours. Chief Pat Scott
said the house sustained major
fire damage to the living room
and smoke damage to the remainder of the house.
Kentucky State Police assisted
in the investigation.
Crimestoppers of Murray and
Calloway County is offering a
S250 reward for information
leading to the arrest of the person
or persons responsible for setting
the fire.
Anyone with information can
call Crimestoppers at 753-9500
and remain anonymous.
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But the major did nothing to
Opdyke or her Jewish mends,
"Because he was in love with me,
I guess," she said. "I never did
hate the German major, I pity
him."
The major's kindness allowed
Opdyke to help the Jews escape
into the forest in Ukraine, which
borders Poland, where Russia
was in control. The pregnant girl
gave birth to a baby boy soon
afterward. "That was payment in
full," Irene said.
After the war. Opdyke was
smuggled into Germany by some
other Jewish friends, where she
met with an American representative of ihe United Nations. "We
spoke six languages between us,
but none of them common," she
said.
Nevertheless, Opdyke came to
the United States in 1949. She
spoke no English and had no
money, hut she found a job and
became a U.S. citizen in 1954.
Since then, she married and
gave birth to a daughter, who
helped her write a book about her
experiences, entitled "Into the
Flames: The Life Story of a
Righteous Gentile."

Designation of the Righteous, and
has been awarded the ode of
"Righteous" given to gentiles
who risked their lives to aid and
save Jews. Her photo also
appears in the Holocaust Museum
in Washington, D.C.
In 1984, Opdyke returned to
Poland, where she found her sister and visited the graves of her
parents. Her father was killed by
the Nazis. Six years ago. she met
with the man who was born to
the Jewish girl she kept at the
German major's villa.
Opdyke said that while she has
never been openly confronted by
anyone who subscribes to the
notion that the Holocaust never
happened, she has received several phone calls from them. "How
can anyone believe it never happened?" she asked. "I know it
happened because I was there.
"I've spoken in temples, churches, schools and anywhere else I
can," she said. "It's been 50
years since the Holocaust, and we
still haven't learned a lesson.
Hate breeds hate, and it doesn't
accomplish anything. We need to
learn from each other because we
arc all the same.

She now resides in Orange
County, Calif., where she is a
prominent leader in civic and
community affairs. In recognition
of her wartime heroism, she was
awarded the Medal of Honor in
Jerusalem in 1982. She has also
earned international acclaim
through the Commission for the

"Enough!" she said. "Do not
hate or teach your children to
hate. It's easy to do. I was able to
do what I did because I didn't
know hate. My parents didn't
teach me that. We need to love
each other. I speak to many people, and if I can help a few each
time, I'm doing my job."

•County...
FROM PAGE 1

Sponsored by:

II Survivor...

Even though April has finally
arrived, calls have not slowed
this month.
According to reports, volunteer
firefighters have responded to
seven calls in just five days.
"April has started off with a
bang," Cherry said.

volunteers make, the more money
it costs.
Cherry said the department
averages approximately $426 per
month on fuel. That money comes from taxes collected by the
county fire districts for fire
protection.

•In contrast, CCFR responded
to 28 alarms in December, 34 in
January and 30 in February.
Furthermore, the more fire runs

Calloway County Fire-Rescue
is a non-profit public service
organization composed of 54 volunteers.

REPORTS
MURRAY FIRE DEPARTMENT
March 28
.Firefighters responded to a paint spill at 1607 Catalina
Drive at 8:51 a.m. Apparently a construction truck dropped
one gallon of paint off the truck. Absorbants were used to
clear the road.
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
April 1
•Saundra Clinton, 41, Rt. 1 Almo, was arrested on a warrant charging her with second-degree forgery, a Class D
felony. She was lodged in the Calloway County Jail in lieu of
$10,000 cash or approved surety bond.
•William Shawn Tremblay, 25, Rt. 3 Murray, was arrested
on a warrant and charged with fourth-degree assault and terroristic threatening.
CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRE-RESCUE
April 4
,Firefighters responded to three small field fires during the
'
weekend. Chief Greg Cherry reminds residents to use
extreme caution when burning. Fire season is still in effect.
Burning is only allowed after 4:30 p.m.
•Firefigpters responded to a fire in the home of Robert
Andrus, located off Hwy. 1346 and McKinney Road, at
approximately 1 p.m. and were on the scene for approximately four hours working to extinguish the blaze. About 11:30
p.m., the fire apparently re-ignited and firefighters returned to
the house, which was totally engulfed. The cause of the orginal fire and re-ignition has not been determined. The Kentucky State Fire Marshal's Office is investigating. The home was a
total loss.
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North primary students Lindsay Paschall, Tyler Boggess, Kelly Overby
and Serena Brittain visited a local restaurant in connection with their
unit on France.
Six Plus One CCIAS Students Tammy Linn, Beonca Fitzgerald, Chris
Garland and Henry Ross work on their rain forest publication.
Robertson primary students Brittany Cunningham and Derek Nance
count 100 things as part of the 100 Days Celebration.

CCHS freshmen in honors English created literay Valentines to send
from one character in literature to another. Pictured: (front row) Molly
Melson, Amy Boggess, Katie Miller (back row) Boone Chambers and
Mark Johnson.

Briggs & Stratton's Curtis Mosley explained the importance of reading
during community reading class at Murray Middle School.

Miriam Rogers, Lacey Pittman, Jeremy Clinard and Jamie Dowdy, Six
Plus One CCMS students, learn about new computer technology while
studying about the rain forest.

•

Amanda Lane, Crystal Beasly, Jamie Hammons and Jonathan Zetterburg, primary students at East Elementary demonstrate their understanding of the letter P.
MSU English professor Karla Frye spoke to Robertson primary students
about famous African-Americans during Black History Month.

•
Murray State Racer cheerleaders Jodi Flanagan and Linwood NIxork eat
lunch with Calloway County elementary students during March Madness
Week.
at•
•

The MMS seventh-grade band, directed by Beth Stribling and John
Stroube, rehearse for an upcoming performance.

Fifth graders at East Elementary, Clint Burkeen, Corey Downey and
Jennifer Hawkins work on posters for National Pet Week.

MSU's Dunker visited Calloway elementary students on Racer Day.

North Elementary Students Lisa Hester, Brett Preston, Jessica Kelly and
Jonathan Gordon study the solar system in their Family IIA class.

School Supply

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (7534363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

- TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -

mth.--+••
After reading "The Legend of King Arthur," students created codes of
honor for their school and nation. Pictured: Shannon Vailes, Katy Kock,
Kili Carson and Christina Thorn.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton's jottings
could someday
be public fodder
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Like the drip, drip, drip of a faucet that
eventually fills buckets, the paperwork of the Clinton administration is piling up waiting to be categorized, tallied and stored for
future viewing.
Consider what could be saved for posterity: President Clinton's
notes on health care, his jottings about what he told Boris Yeltsin,
the internal churning over Whitewater, the juicy details of the
White House chef firing and even the elaborate preparations necessary to get him to Monday night's college basketball championship
game.
They may contain notes of what he really thinks of Rep. Jim
Leach, his chief Whitewater tormenter, or whether he is considering a preemptive strike against North Korea, and even Chelsea's
report card from Sidwell Friends school. There will be records of
whom he talked with, for how long and why.
These minutiae of history will end up in the hushed precincts of
the National Archives waiting for the day when they are
"released" for public viewing in a Clinton presidential library.
The irony is that these nuggets, many of which would be front
page news if they were-made public today, will be of interest mainly to historians. By then, reporters will be lusting after documents
of more immediate concern.
Oh, there will be flashes Of interest. When the Archives opened
the first Nixon Watergate papers in December 1986 — after years
of wrangling with the former president's lawyers — dozens of
reporters showed up hoping to find smoking guns in 1.5 million
pages being released. They came away with little more than the
fact that papers had been opened.
Nixon's presidential library in Yorba Linda, Calif., is the only
one not owned and operated by the government, which keeps his
presidential papers in the Washington area.
Every subsequent release has seen smaller and smaller media
interest, and for a recent one, a single reporter showed up.
It has been the same for the Kennedy assassination papers, being
made public 30 years after the fact, because Congress wanted to
stop the conspiracy theories that bloomed in the absence of real
information.
"Only in the rarest cases is there any legitimate need for continued protection of such records," Congress said.
There was a surge of attention last year when transcripts were
released of telephone conversations Lyndon Johnson had in the
aftermath of the Kennedy assassination.
Last Friday, in a building so new that it still reeks of wet cement,
the Archives released the FBI files of its investigation of Lee
Harvey Oswald. Only five reporters and three camera crews
showed up.
On the day that journalists appear, historians stay away or watch
from afar with bemusement. For reporters, a one-day look into
years' worth of files is a crap shoot; historians do it more painstakingly, tackling one topic or one time period piece-by-piece.
Harry Middleton, directot of the Johnson Library in Austin, Tex- as, estimates that his archivists are about 80 percent through the
papers of Johnson, who left office in 1969. The library has 40 million pages in its collection.
Perhaps the most complete presidential record of all is the one
left by Harry Truman, a presidential pack rat who held on to everything, even letters he wrote that were. never mailed.
After Truman's death in 1972, his library got access to personal
papers that he had chosen to withhold during his lifetime.
"He wouldn't let anybody see them," says Ray Geselbracht, an
archivist at the Truman library in Independence, Mo. "The State
Department came in the 1960s asking for documents, historians
would write, and his answer always was, 'No, sir; no, sir."
The 330 archive boxes contained the thoughtful notes Truman
made for himself in longhand about such events as his decision to
drop the atomic bomb on Japan.
"Suddenly, historians had the mind of the administration open to
them," Geselbracht said.
A decade later, following the death of Bess Truman, the library
received the personal correspondence Truman had with her. It consisted of 1,200 letters dating back to their courtship in 1902.
"One historian, a senior Truman scholar, told me that in his estimation, the Truman letters were the most remarkable body of letters any president left," Geselbracht says. "They were the only
ones completely unguarded and open and articulated in a kind of
country way."
In the early part of the third millennium, in 2010 or 2020 maybe,
all of the Clinton administration papers will be made available for
browsing. Perhaps then we'll know all about Whitewater, if we
care.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Harry F. Rosenthal has covered every
president since Truman and has browsed through papers at
most of the presidential libraries.

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP, TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington DC. 20510
1. 202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
501-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

White gloves, red face, yellow cab
White gloves. Females of a
certain age remember them clearly. They were reserved for church
services and other official events
where little girls were expected
to whisper and be on their best
behavior — occasions that also
demanded patent leather shoes
and satin hair ribbons that
matched your socks.
In my house, every female was
issued at least two pairs each
year. That way, when one was in
the laundry the others were in
your bureau, ready to be pressed
into action at a moment's notice;
Gloves belonged in the top drawer, next to your rosary beads and
the lace-trimmed handkerchief
you were supposed to carry but
not use. After all, what young
lady would have a nose so impertinent as to entertain a sniffle,
much less a sneeze?
Gloves were meant to fit snugly. I can still remember the way
they encased the fingers, creating
a peculiar arthritic clumsiness
that prevented almost all normal
childlike gestures except perhaps
clasping one's hands in prayer, or
dropping the pledge envelope
into the weekly collection basket.
Just like her lectures about the
shame that would be heaped on
any child who was caught in an
accident wearing soiled undergarments, Mother stressed gloves as
garb for all seasons. "A real lady
never leaves the house without
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her room, where she was putting
alast-minute coat of polish on
her nails.
Always the organized one,
Jeanne had a freshly laundered
pair of gloves that she tucked
smartly into her handbag. "Where
are yours?" she asked.
"In my pocket, smarty," I
replied.
"They better be. Mother'll kill
you if they're not."
I tossed my head defiantly,
causing the cherries on my straw
hat to quake. Inside, I was quaking, for I could not find any pair
of proper white gloves in the
tangle of garments in my bureau
drawers. All I came up with was
a pair of fuzzy white angora, totally inappropriate to Mother's
dress code.
Outside, the taxi that had been
called to take us to the train station beeped, announcing its arrival. Jamming a hat pin into her
jaunty chapeau, Mother called to
Jeanne and me. We met her in the
upstairs hall, and as we clattered
down the staircase together she
went through the usual checklist.

them," she declared in that allknowing manner she acquired
whenever she was instructing her
four daughters in the unforgiving
ways of the world.
Summer, winter, spring and
fall, white gloves were a mandatory accessory, a discreet and tidy
semaphore that signalled their
wearer was well-bred. The only
allowable deviation from the
rules was on the coldest of winter
days, when white angora was an
acceptable substitute.
It was just this time of year,
shortly after Easter when I was 8
or 9. During the spring recess,
Mother was taking me and my
sister Jeanne into New York for
lunch, a show and some shopping. Definitely a white glove
day.
We were dressed in our Easter
Sunday finery. The buttons on
our navy blue coats were still
stiff with their newness, and our
Mary Janes were shiny and
uncreased enough to reflect the
ruffles on our petticoats. "Make
sure you have a decent pair of
gloves," Mother called to us from

"Teeth brushed? Bathroom?
White gloves?" We answered
"Yes" to each, though Mother.
glanced suspiciously at me when
we got to gloves.
"They're in my pocket," I
replied, hoping she would not
demand evidence. Another beep
of the cab meant we were running the risk of missing our train,
so there were no more questions
as she grabbed her mink stole and
herded us out of the house.
"So where are those gloves?"
she demanded as we seuled into
the idling taxi. When I produced
a wad of white angora, one from
each pocket of my new spring
coat, my mother looked as if she
could kill me. An impatient
glance from the driver and a
quick look at her watch showed
that if she took time for coldblooded homicide, we'd probably
miss lunch at Schrafft's.
With a sweep of her arm,
Mother rolled down the window
with one hand, and snatched the
offending winter gloves with the
other. She threw them out the
window, a spectacular gesture.
I never saw them again, though
the scene lives in my memory.
The pitiful pair of fuzzy gloves
was a meager counterpane for the
expanse of spring-green grass.
The yellow taxi pulled away from
the curb, carrying two perfectly
arrayed ladies and a red-faced
little girl.
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Clintons lived high on hog in '80s
As the President has often said,
he was a lowly-paid governor during the evil Decade of Greed that he
detests so much. And his lawyer
wife was so busy helping the needy,
she sacrificed income while money-grubbers were snatching the
easy buck.
This has been a theme of the
Clintons since he tan for president
— that while others were on a 1980s
profit binge, they were living a
modest life on modest incomes and
devoting themselves to public service down home in Arkansas.
That's why Clinton had the moral
stature to verbally spank those whose taxes he raised, on the grounds
that they became bloated during the
Greed Decade and should now be
punished.
And if you look at the Clintons'
tax returns, there appears to be truth
in what Clinton says.
For example, in his first year as
governor (1979), he was paid only
$30,100. Arkansas is a small state,
with fewer people than the city of
Chicago, but $30,100 to be a governor? That's what a pothole filler
makes in Chicago.
That year, Hillary was with Arkansas' most powerful law firm. That
sounds impressive, but as a lawyer,
she made only $38,614. Why, a
good paralegal can make more.
True, that was a year when she
made about S73,()00 speculating on
beef prices. And another 510.000 in
consulting and speaking fees.
But even with that, the Clintons'
total income was only $158,495.
Not a mind-blowing figure for two
bright Yak lawyers
And all during the profiteering

'80s,that's the way it went. with Bill
scraping by on a govemqr's salary
of less than $40,000, while Hillary
helped the weak and the
downtrodden.
The only thing wrong with this
heartwarming scenario is that it's a
lot of bunk.
While they weren't bustling on
Wall Street all through the '80s, the
Clintons were doing better than
about 95 percent of the population.
The key to understanding why it
is bunk is something called the
consumer price index, which compares the value ofa buck in one year
to the value in another year.
For example, I might tell someone that my first newspaper job
paid $50 a week. Wow. And my
working wife made only $50 a
week. Double wow. How did-we get
by on $100 a week?
Simple. It had the buying power
of about $500 a week in 1994
dollars, 90 we didn't starve.
Using the price index, we find
that in 1979 the Clintons made
about $320,000 in today's dollars.
Not bad for a couple in their early
30s.
But that was only part of a.
Living in the governor's mansion,
they had no housing costs. Plus,

they had servants, drivers and a
hefty expense fund.
So they were probably making
the equivalent of S400,000-plus in
Arkansas, which had one of the
country's lowest costs of living. In
New York,Los Angeles or Chicago,
they would have had to pull in at
least $600,000 for the same
comforts.
Clinton keeps talking about how
little he was paid as governor. But in
1979, there were at least 20 other
governors making $40,000 or less
— most in states bigger than Arkansas.
The fact is his 1979 salary was
equal to about $70,000 in today's
dollars. Toss in the mansion, expense account, domestic help, etc.,
and most people wouldn't think it
was a pauper's deal.
Since the Clintons have made the
'Ms the evil hustlers decade, let's
look at how they did between 1979
and 1990 — in today's bucks.
Starting with 1979 and the
$320,000, it went this way:
$156,000, $170,000, $138,000,
$183,000, $157,000, $140,000,
$197,000, $214,000, $238,000,

4234.000, S30I.000.
And you can add another $50,000
to S100,000 a yew for most of those

years for the free meals, golf,
expense account and so on. All that
in Arkansas, where many people
retire because it costs so much less
to live.
So here we have two yuppies
living high on the hog during their
30s and early 40s, making the kind
of money that they now describe as
defining someone as "rich."
With side benefits, I might add,
that most people don't enjoy. Such
as the investment tip given to Hillary by an executive in a stateregulated poultry corporation, the
tip that earned her $100,000(about
$220,000 in today's money) on an
investment of $1,000(about $2,200
in today's money).
Am I being critical of the Clinton's earnings? I hope not,because I
didn't intend to. It was never my
ambition to be poor. So how can I
object to anyone making an honest
dollar?(I assume Hillary's lucrative
investment tip was done out of the
tipster's goodness of heart).
But I do have some difficulty
understanding how a couple of yups
can demonize the Decade of Greed
when they did so well during that
same decide. Go back and check
your tax returns for those years and
see if you were raking it in on the
Clintons' scale.
Now, the Clintons arc vacationing on the California coast, using
the freebie home of a rich guy
whose campaign contributions
bought an ambassadorship.
For a couple of greed-hating dogooders, the Clintons have always
known a good deal when they saw
It
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TODAY
CALENDAR
JO'S DATEBOOK

Wednesday, April 6
Tuesday, April 6
Board of Calloway County Public
Free blood pressure ehecksinoon-2
Libriaryi4 30 p m
.p m /1Aurray Seventh-day Adventist
Community Baptist Church events
Church
includ• prayer meeting 6
Canine Good Citiz•nship
p m /Dixieland Shopping Center
Classes/5 45 p m /Old City Park
Emmanuel Baptist Church events
Info/436-2858
include Bible Study/7 p m
Murray Optimist Club/6 30
Christian and Missionary Alliance
p m /Homeplace Restaurant
Bible Study/7 pm
Kentucky-Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
South Pleasant Grove United
p m./Loule's
baby
for
Methodist Church events include Bible
LifeHouse Care Center for Women has an urgent need
Bingo/7 p m /Knights of Columbus
Study and Sharing Group-'7 p m
building
cribs at the center at 1506 Chestnut Si, Murray. "We need cribs
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer
Parents Anonymous/6 p m
which have side slats which are about 2% inches apart, not the older
meeting and Young Peoples
Info/753-0082
Perkins,
Kathy
said
apart,"
inches
style cribs with slats about 3'A
Class* 30 pm
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky 834,
young
from
cribs
for
requests
ng
on-goi
has
center
The
director.
Eastwood Baptist Church
First Presbyterian Church/6 p m
service 7 30 p m
mothers. LifeHouse will sponsor its Annual Walk for Life on SaturAlcoholics Anonymous/open
and
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
meeting/8 p m /American Legion Hall,
day. April 23, with registration at 9 a.m., The Walk at 9:30 a.m.,
Study -6 30 p m
South Sixth and Maple Streets
The BBQ at 11:30 a.m. Sponsor sheets are available at LifeHouse and
Westside Baptist Church events
Murray
New Life Christian Bookstore in Murray. "LifeHouse operates to prol
include Prayer service-7 p m
Genealogica
County
Calloway
claim God's Grace and share His Providing Love with women experMemorial Baptist Church events
Society/4 p m /Annex of Calloway
include meal/6 p m , Youth and Misiencing crisis pregnancy and post-abortion trauma," Director Perkins
County Public Library.
sion Groups 7 p m . Sanctuary Choirl
Alpha Mu 04760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha
said. For more information call 753-0700.
pm
Internationall p m /home of Marjorie
Hall
First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adults Spring
Hardin TOPS Chapter] p m /•Hardin
Trip 730 a m Covenant Prayer 10
Library
Thursday,
meet
will
Club
Woman's
Murray
of
Department
Garden
a m . Turner Covenant Prayer '6 p m
St. John's Episcopal Church events
lApril 7, at 1 p.m. at the club house. David Slawson, landscape desigChancel Choir 7 30 p m
include evening Prayer 5 15 p m
ner, will be the guest speaker. He will be introduced by Ann Uddberg,
St. John Episcopal Church events
First Baptist Church events include
Gloria
include Evening Prayer:5 15 p m
treasurer. Hostesses wil be Margaret Owens, chairman,
Parents Day Out9 a m and 3 p m •
Bible classes 7 p m 'Glendale Road
Kathleen Jones Group w'Lucille
McLaughlin, Anna Mae Owen, Jan Ochoa, Nancy Trawick and Kay
Church of Christ
Thurman/2 pm , Bea Walker w/Mary
Bright.
University Church of Christ event
Ann Pavlick7 pm
include Bible classes 7 p m
Senior recital by Curt Bucy, clanneL8
First Presbyterian Church events
p m Farrell- Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State Admission
include ARK/5 p m • Choir
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have its
Outreach
Practice/6 30 p m
free
"Introduction to Disaster Class" tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at Good
Committee/7 30 p m
Blood Drive(10 a m -5 p m /aims
Shepherd United Methdist Church. The "Shelter Operation Class" on
First Christian Church events include
Center Ballroom, Murray State
Evangelism Committee/noon
Info 762-6987
Thursday. April 7, at Good Shepherd has been cancelled because the
Grace Baptist Church events include
Wrather West Kentucky Museum"
leaders, Ruth and Mel Day, are in Alabama working with the tornado
BSU luncheon/12 15 pm. business
open 1 30-4 30 pm
victims. For more information call the Red Cross office, 753-1421.
meeting'7 p m
National Scouting Museum open/9
First Baptist Church events include
a m .4 30 p m Into, 762-3383
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a m FellowMr...and Mks._ Donny . Yarbrough of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Singles Organizational Society
p m :Chamber of Commerce
ship Supper/5 30 p m , Klaymata 6 30
approachand
the
SOS
engagement
announce
Farmington
of
i'7
Black
Edward
Station
Fire
The Finance Committee and Volunteers of Pottertown
p m . Prayer meeting/6 45 p m
Centre Into Jeanne. 753-0224 or Lining marriage of their children, Lori Yarbrough and Shane Black.
No. 7 will report on the progress of the fund drive for a new fire
Blood Drive/10 a m -5 p m Curris
da 437-4414
Murray,
of
Bucy
Iva
of
r
Mrs.
the
granddaughte
is
Miss
Yarbrough
Kappa Department of Murray
station house on Thursday, April 7, at 7 p.m. at Wildcat One Stop
Center Ballroom, Murray state
of
Murray.
Mrs.
Gus
Yarbrough
the late Woodrow Bucy, and Mr. and
Woman's Clut;r6 30 p m./club house
Info17626987
Store. All interested persons are invited to attend.
Mr. Black is the grandson of Mrs. Clemmie Black, the late Harlan
Cancer Support Group/3 p m /private
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
dining room of Murray-Calloway Counopen 8 30 a m to 12 30 p m and 1 30
Black, Mrs. Mary Gibson and the late A.R. Gibson.
ty Hospital Into Nancy Rose R N and
to 4 30 p m
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway. County High School and
Mary Linn MSN 762-1t00.
National Boy Scout Museumlopen 9
Woodmen of the World Youth Lodges will meet Saturday, April 9,
a 1991 graduate of Murray State University with a degree in CommuBereavement Support Group Educaa m -4 30 p m Info:762-3383
Center,
Youth
Street
Main
at
games
Inc.
and
fun
for
Theatres,
Family
noon
Amencan
from 9 a.m. to
nications. She is employed with
meeting/4 30
tion
Land Between the Lakes events
The groom-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School and
North Fourth Street, Murray. For more information call Mark or Colp m Murray Calloway County Hospiinclude Planetarium Show"11 a m and
tal Info,Nancy Rose, 762-1389.
2 p m /Golden Pond Planetarium,
leen Anderson, 753-4382, or any WOW field representative.
a 1993 graduate of Murray State University with a degree in
Homeplace and Woodlands open/9
Wednesday, April 6
▪ Communications/Marketing. He _is a sales representative for Pepsi.
a m -5 pm
Jackson Purchase Doll Club
Cola.
Auction/11 30 a m :Holiday Inn. •
The wedding vows will hfeevtchanged on Saturday. May. 21, at 5
• like the
Ladies Bridg•/9-30 a m 'Murray
If you are interested in being a camp counselor in places
p.m. at Murray Woman's Club House.
Country Club Info/Eva Morris,
United States, Japan, Korea, England, Germany, Sopain, Italy, Bel- ,
A reception will follow the ceremony.
753-8584
gium, Puerto Rico and Bermuda, contact Roger Weis, American '
Ladies Bridger9 30 a.m /Oaks Counrelatives and friends arc invited to attend the wedding and the
All
Humanics Program, Murray State University, at 762-3809. Contacts
try Club with Mary Wells, 753-7923, as
reception.
should be made no later than Friday, April 8.
hostess
Senior Golf Group/8 a m /Miller
Memorial Golf Course
Weak, Centeropen 9 a.m -4 p mifor
senior citizens' activities.
Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
house.
club
the
at
p.m.
7
at
7,
April
Thursday,
on
have a rehearsal
212
Ann
citizens' activities
King.
Beverly
Mrs.
Almo;
senior
181,
-Calloway
Murray
at
Dismissals
Margie Shown, director, and Beth Stribling, pianist, urge all members
County Public Library
Murray:
Indan,
Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, April
to be present to rehearse for the special centennial celebration
Richard Kepner, Mobile Home Vilevents include Parents and Twos/9.30
1, have been released as follows:
lage, Murray; Mrs Otie Lois McDougpresentation.
a m and Story Hour/10 30 am
Dismissals
al. 403 South 10th St., Murray, Henry
Michael W. Rhodes, 6037, Vine St.,
Treas, 304 Unity Church Rd., Hardin,
Murray; Mrs. Irma Jean Bland, 1710
Roger Dale Wilson, Rt - 7. Murray.
Keenland, Murray; Steve N Welter,
Annette Cunningham, 805 North
Mrs.
second
the
to
meeting
its
changed
has
Friends
Four Rivers Music
Rt. 1, Box 165, Murray;
17th St. Murray, John M McCuiston,
Sunday, April 10, at 2 p.m. at Annex of Calloway County Public
David S. Young, Rt. 1, Box 88, MayRt 1, Box 262A, Puryear. Tenn
Christie Sauer
Library. All members and the general public are invited to attend. For field; Mrs. Rayann Butterworth and
• • • •
Burkeen at baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 94, Hazel;
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
bride-elect of
more information call Jamie Fields, 753-9450, or Vel
Ms. Patricia A. Pearson, 2500 HighCounty Hospital for Saturday.
753-6979.
Crawford
Joey
Lee
Terry
Fla;
Clearmont,
27
S.
way
April 2, have been released as
Walter, Rt. 8, Box 1165, Murray;
her
made
has
follows:
Mrs. Birdie L. Rowlett, 1610 Callos
selection
gift
Dismissals
way, Murray; Mrs. Virginia L. Furches,
Mrs. Wilmoth M Page, 872 Pleasfrom
604 Poplar St., Murray; Ms Elizabeth
Special
4.
ant Hill Rd , Dover, Tenn . Miss Caitlyn
Thomason, West View Nursing Home,
l's
Pier
'19.95
are Barbara Forth, Rt. 1, Murray, Murray;
Mr. and Mrs. Mike McCallon
Ealey, 2210 Wadesboro Rd , Benton;
and
96.
Box
Registry
3,
Murray,
Turn...
At
Box
Earley,
1,
Rt.
Glen
Your
2,
Rt.
Bridal
Morton.
Robert
It's
J.
are
Ingram,
Now
Mrs. Dorothy
Mary
of Rt. 2, Box 319A, Murray,
Murray, Mrs. Sylvia D. Sanert, 102
80, Hazel; Robert L Young. Rt 1, Box
You Deserve It!!
Nadine McCallon, Murray..
the parents of a daughter, Chelsea
Camel Ct Mayfield; Mrs Pearl M
Paige McCallon, born on Monby..
Presented
Thorn, Box 51, Dexter,
day, April 4, at 9:55 a.m. at
Edward J. Carmichael, 2785 Mathia
Rd., Hardin, Mrs. Dorothy J. Sweeney,
Murray -Calloway County
Rt 7, Box 332, Murray; James H. PatHospital.
120511 (hestnut a 753-1851
terson, P 0 Box 124, New Concord.
The baby weighed seven
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for
Habitat
tion of $88 to
Sue Adams opened her home
pounds and measured 20 inches.
Four newborn admissions and
Humanity.
for the meeting of Rho Chapter
The mother is the former Dana
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Betty Riley, chaplain, gave the
Monheld
Kappa
Delta
Alpha
of
Ingram.
County Hospital for Sunday,
thought for the day,"Youth is not
day, March 21, at .7 p.m.
Grandparents are Johnny and
April 3, have been released as
but a frame of mind" from
age
an
speaker,
guest
David
Dr.
Roos,
Nancy Ingram of Rt. 2, Murray,
follows:
PRESIDENT S CABINET
the poem, "Youth."
discussed the work of Habitat for
and Jerry and Ethelene McCallon
admissions
Newborn
president,
Dunn,
Margaret
Humanity which was begun by
of Murray. Great-grandparents
Canter baby girt, parents, Dana and
presided. Reports were given by
Millard Fuller in Americus, Ga. It
Keith, At. 6. Box 556, Mayfield,
Betty
and
secretary,
Adams,
Sue
has as its main objective to help
Skaggs baby girl, mother, Linda
Hassell, treasurer. Announcement
Myers, 105 Jacob Lane, Benton;
those who cannot otherwise
Martin baby boy, mother, Angela
was made about the state convenafford to buy a house.
905 Applevalley Dr., Cadiz;
Skinner,
applicatwo
the
on
vote
The
tion.
the
"for
most part,
Roos said
baby girl, parents, Angela
Murdock
scholarship
local
tions for the
these houses are built by donated
and Bill, Rt. 1, Box 167, Murray.
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Edgar gets
satisfaction
from Hogs' 'Hogs make
NCAA title Clinton proud

Razorbacks win NCAA title

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
One afternoon in 1992 after a
first-round NCAA Tournament
game in Milwaukee, Nolan
Richardson said Scottie Edgar,
"is like a son to me."
Well, last night at his home
in Murray the "son" watched
"dad" win his first national title
with a 76-72 win over Duke.
"It was pretty emotional,"
said Edgar, who spent 11 years
with Richardson at Tulsa and
then Arkansas. "It was a great
feeling to sit there and watch
them accomplish the dream of
every coach to be the best team.
"He's very much deserving."
Edgar, who just concluded
his third season as head coach
at Murray State, is never more
than a phone call away from
Richardson. In fact, while
Edgar was in Charlotte last
week for the NCAA Baskeball
Coaches Convention, he spent a
lot of time with Richardson.
"He felt very good about his
team," Edgar said Tuesday from
his office. "They were playing
well and they were hungry.
"I knew all along that he
really liked this team. This team
mirrored his image more than
any other he's had."
Though it's been three years
since Edgar left Richardson's
staff, he still has many links to
the 1993-94 national
champions.
"I had a huge part in it," said
-Edgar, Richardson's top recruiter during his six years with the
Razorbacks. "Corliss (Williamson) was going to come to Arkansas anyway but we were on

"I think the president's reaction was one of pride." Arkansas
coach Nolan Richardson said.
"The Razorbacks are his pride
and joy. I think that was why he
was teary-eyed."
Richardson had talked all
weekend of his quest for respect.
Now he can wave a national
championship ring in front of the
critics he openly confronted as
the Razorbacks advanced in the
tournament.
He said Monday night his
words had been misunderstood,
that he said all he did to help end
the stereotyping of coaches.
"I already know who I am,"
said Richardson, a leader in the
Black Coaches Association. "I
know I can coach and yes, I can
motivate. Yes, I can recruit and
yes, I can teach. Hopefully, this
will do something for some
young people who might want to
come along and coach."

By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
Arkansas did the president proud
and ended its coach's long crusade for recognition and respect.
Arkansas won its first national
title Monday night with a 76-72
victory over Duke, taking the
lead for good with less than a
minute to play when Scotty Thurman hit a tough 3-pointer as the
shot clock ran out.
Instead of the usual presidential phone call in the locker room,
the Razorbacks got a personal
visit from President Clinton, Arkansas' former governor and the
team's biggest fan
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It had to be even sweeter that
his biggest victory came over
Duke, the dominant team of the
decade looking for its third
national championship in four
years.
The Razorbacks won it all by
wearing the Blue Devils down.
"We could never put them
away and they could never put us
away," Richardson said. "There
is no greater honor a team can
achieve than a national champ-

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Rhodes' shots go for naught
By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer

Monday's Games
Cincinnati 5, St Louis 4 (10)
New York 12, Chicago 8
Houston 6, Montreal 5 (12)
San Francisco 8, Pittsburgh 0
Atlanta 4, San Diego 1
Philadelphia 12, Colorado 6
Only games scheduled

Find a player with just five
homers in 280 big-league at-bats,
give him a 22-mph wind blowing
out at friendly Wrigley Field and
what do you get?
How about a major league
record — three homers in his first
three at-bats of the season? Say
hello to Karl Rhodes, who did the
swinging while Hillary Clinton
did the singing.
Still, it was a sad song for the
Chicago Cubs, who couldn't even
manage to beat the New York
Meu. Maybe Rhodes should try
to supply a little more punch?
"I have to tell you I don't tiy

MI See Page 7

to hit home runs," he said after
joining George Bell as the only
player ever to hit three homers on
opening day. "I go up there and
try to hit line drives."
He hit three of them off New
York's Dwight Gooden, but the
Mets had too much offense of
their own. They opened the season Monday with a 12-8 victory,
spoiling the first lady's day and
that of Chicago broadcaster Harry

Caray.
Rhodes had opposite-field
homers in the first, third and fifth
innings and Cubs fans littered the
outfield with hats after his third
homer.
"I saw the hats flying on the
field and I was told it was like a
hat trick in hockey,'' the 25-yearold outfielder said. "I couldn't
believe it. But if you know me,
you know I'm low key."
The first, lady, who threw out
the first ball for her favorite
team, was on-key when she and
Caray — starting his 50th season
behind the mike — harmonized
in his ritual seventh-inning singing.of ''Take Me Out to the Ball
Game."

ionship. It was a well-fought belltwo
between
game
heavyweights."
The knockout blow was Thurman's 3-pointer with SO seconds
left on the game clock and none
on the shot clock.
"I really had no choice but to
put the shot up," said Thurman,
who lofted it over Duke's Antonio Lang.
"Scotty made a tough shot. I
was right on him," Lang said. "I
still don't know how it went in."
It did, and it meant Arkansas
had turned things around with a
gutty second-half performance,
once again tiring their opponent
with quickness and depth.
"They had a 10-point lead and
then we turned it around,"
Richardson said. "When the
clock was running down and
Scotty hit a long 3, I was thinking, 'We can win this ballgame.'
It was probably the biggest shot

of his career, in a national
championship game."
It also offset an unbelievable
final college game by Grant Hill,
one of three Duke seniors looking
for a third title. He engineered a
13-0 run early in the second half
that gave the Blue Devils the
10-point lead.
"I thought they wore us down
a little bit in the second half and
there was a chance of them
exploding," Krzyzewski said. "It
was a game somebody won, not
one that somebody lost. My emotion right now is one of pride."
Clinton jumped up as the final
buzzer sounded, punching one
fist in the air and waving an Arkansas cap with the other. He
stood at the box applauding for
several minutes as the players
and fans swarmed onto the floor

II see Pagel

Patient Dodgers waiting
for 'Straw' to come clean
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Baseball will have to wait for Darryl
Strawberry. He's got a more important assignment that will keep
him off the field for an undetermined period.
The latest in a long line of personal problems for Strawberry
involves the use of drugs, and treatment apparently will begin
immediately.
"He's dealing with a problem that goes beyond the game," Dodgers executive vice president Fred Claire said Monday at a Dodger
Stadium news conference where many expected the team would
announce Strawberry's release, but instead offered him its support.
"He did deal previously with a problem with alcohol." Claire
said. "This is a substance abuse problem. It's a move that's the
best move for his future."
According to Claire, Strawberry was,in tears and distraught over
letting the team down at an afternoon meeting where he admitted to
having a substance abuse problem. '
Strawberry, who didn't show up for the team's final exhibition
game on Sunday, was immediately placed on the disabled list., and
Claire said he could not predict when — or if — the outfielder will
rejoin the team.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

1

Jays put on show in opener

Don't be misled or lied to by out-of-town companies trying to
sell cable programming! The only thing they can offer you is a
satellite dish, which is the same thing we offer, but we are a local
business,licensed and insured and we will be here after the sale.
Will they?
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By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
On a day when Randy Johnson
almost made pitching history at
new Jacobs Field in Cleveland,
Carlos Delgado was a big hit at
the SkyDome.
Delgado launched a 450-foot
drive off a window at the Hard
Rock Cate in right field, leading
the Toronto Blue Jays over the
Chicago White Sox 7-3 Monday
on opening day.
"He was kind of protecting the
plate with two strikes on him,"
teammate Paul Molitor joked.
"Wait 'til he really gets a hold of
one."

Roberto Alomar hit a three-run
homer with two buts in the
seventh off Cy Young Award
winner Jack McDowell for a 4-2
lead. In the eighth, Delgado and
Ed Sprague hit consecutive home
runs.
Delgado, a converted catcher
playing left field, joined shortstop Alex Gonzalez as rookie starters for the champions. Even with
a new lineup, Toronto trounced
McDowell.
McDowell (0-1) was 0-2 with a
10.00 ERA against the Blue Jays
in last October's AL playoffs. He
is 3-7 in regular-season games
against Toronto.

Monday's Games
Cleveland 4, Seattle 3 (11)
New York 5, Texas 3
Boston 9, Detroit 8
Toronto 7, Chicago 3
Baltimore 6, Kansas City 3
Only games scheduled

Johnson, meanwhile, almost
got a hold of another no-hitter.
He held Cleveland hitless for
seven innings at its new ballpark
before the Indians rallied to beat
Seattle 4-3 in 11 innings.
Molitor, the World Series
MVP, and the rest of the Blue
Jays got their championship rings
in a pregame ceremony. Then
Toronto put on another quality
show.

Irvin, Switzer collide at meeting
28 CHANNELS
22 Servkike

mow

CARI510
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ME • USA Netwoik (EiSW) •
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(ABC CBS NBC)
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IRVING, Texas (AP) — It
only took five days for the personalities of Barry Switzer and
Michael Irvin to collide.
Switzer, the new Dallas Cowboys coach, was 20 minutes into
his first meeting Monday when
Irvin began caasing trouble.

I.R.A.s

$16.50 Mo.

COMING SOON! Arnenca s Talking • Military

Cr anne4 • Romance CLassics • Turner Classic Movies • Hanle &
Garden TV • Eco Channel • Fitness 11 Exerose TV • Games Channel • Ovation Fine Arts Channel • Horizons TV • Golden
Arnenca Network • Jazz Channel • GOLF CHANNEL • Booknet • History Channel • TV Macy's • Viva TV • World Adman
Network • CNN International • Catalog Channel • Gaming and E riterianmem Net*o' • Talk Channel • Planet Central • New
Culture Mesworti • Therapy Channel and Talk TV

Irvin, demonstratively upset at
coach Jimmy Johnson's departure
last week, disagreed when Switzer credited team owner Jerry
Jones for building the Cowboys
into two-time Super Bowl champions. Johnson coached Irvin for
five years in Dallas and four at
the University of Miami.
Irvin interrupted Switzer by
talking about some players' difficulty in contract negotiations.
Switzer reportedly asked Irvin to
let him continue and asked for
them to meet later, but Irvin kept
talking, then marched out.
Apparently. Irvin said all he
wanted behind closed doors.
"I've got nothing to say innobody." Irvin said later. "I
don't know anything. Don't even

bring those cameras over to my
locker because I'm not talking."
Irvin wasn't happy to see the
cameras last Wednesday. As
reporters gathered at his locker to
record his reaction to Switzer
being hircd, Irvin pushed everyone away and later threw an empty garbage can at cameramen.
Switzer downplayed Monday's
incident.
"I respect his fierce loyalty (to
Johnson)," Switzer said.
"Michael doesn't know me, but I
know Michael. I know what a
great leader he is on the field. I
know . how hez practices. I know
how importanirit is to him to be
the best. I should know something about him. He beat me
three tunes at Miami."
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BRIEFS
Autopsy says Show died of °rug overdose
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Eric Show, former San Diego Padres
gather, died of an overdose of heroin and cocaine, the San Diego
County Medical EJLAIRKKW said.
Autopsy results revealed Show died of a self-administered, accidental overdose of the two drugs. Show, 37, was found dead in bed
on March 16 at the Rancho L'Abri drug rehabilitation center.
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CINCINNATI (AP) — The Cincinnati Bengals, looking to bolster their offensive line, signed tackle Eric Moore of the New York
Giants.
Moore, 6-foot-5, 290 pounds, played six seasons for the Giants
since being drafted in the first round from Indiana in 1988.

Redskins sign defensive end Woods
ASHBURN, Va. (AP) — The Washington Redskins, trying to
shore up their defensive line, signed former Los Angeles Rams
defensive end Tony Woods.
Woods, an unrestricted free agent, started eight games for the
Rams last year and recorded 45 tackles, I sack and defensed 2
passes.

•Razorbacks...

•

Racer tennis team gets
through 'Death Valley'
swing; golf teams play
Staff Aspen
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State's men's tennis
team came out of the weekend in
the best shape as the school's
spring sports teams took to the
courts and the courses.
TENNIS
Bennie Purcell took his tennis
team to -Death Valley" and the
Racers didn't drop a match to
neither Morehead State on Friday
nor Eastern Kentucky on
Saturday.
Martin lansson won both his
matches at No. I; Pontus Hiort
swept No. 2; Andy Pix•re won at
No. 3; Jan FredrikssOns won easily
at No. 4; Brad Hawthorne at No.
5 and Eric Gressman at No. 6.
Murray State is now 7-4 on the
season.
GOLF
Velvet 'Milkman's Lady Racer
golf team, the first team in school

Office
Locoed Wide
Joe Smith Carpet
1193 Northwood Dr.

history, finished eighth in the
I2-team Lady Colonel Classic in
Richmond.
Kentucky won the tournament,
but the Lady Racers outshot Cm'tmnair Mcjbile East Tennessee
State and Western Carolina.
Jennifer Langford led Murray
State with a 36-hole score oof
184. She was followed by
Rechelle Cadwell (185), Angie
Haywood (190), Connie Steely
(208) and Stacy Kern (215).
• Murray State's Brian Henson
shot a three-round score of 230 to
lead the Racers' 11th place finish
at the 1994 Johnny Owens Invitational in Lexington.
Hcnson's score was good
enough for a tie for llth individually. Also playing for Murray
State were: O.J. Lancaster (240).
Todd Thomas (242), Paul Clements (245) and William Snodgrass (251).

to celebrate.
Clinton went into the stands
afterward to greet Calvin Hill, the
father of the Duke star, then
stood at a corner of the court
watching the trophy ceremony.
He went into both- locker
rooms and celebrated with the
Razorbacks, hugging players and
posing for pictures.
"It was an unbelievable
game," Clinton said. "It is the
way a national championship
ought to be, close to the very
"Chris has hit shots like that
end."
This was the Razorbacks' first for us," Krzyzewski said. "1 just
championship game appearance thought they had more firepower
than us.'
in their fifth Final Four.
Corliss Williamson, the tournaRichardson brought Arkansas
to the 1990 national semifinals ment's Outstanding Player, led
where they were beaten by Duke. Arkansas with 23 points, while
He was in search of what he Thurman and Corey Beck had 15
called his coaching triple crown each.
Hill finished with 12 points, 14
— he won the junior college
national title with Western Texas rebounds and six assists, but he
was 4-for-II from the field and
in 1980 and the NIT with Tulsa
had nine turnovers.
the next season.
"They were deep. They really
The Razorbacks got him that
third title by overcoming poor went after me," Hill said.
shooting with tenacious defense "Evcrytime I looked up there
that forced Duke into 23 turnov- was another guy on me."
Lang led Duke with 15 points
ers. The defense was at its best
when Arkansas rebounded from and Jeff Cape! and Cherokee
the 48-38 deficit with a 16-4 run. Parks, whose status wasn't
Duke went four minutes without known until Monday morning
because of a swollen knee, each
scoring and in that span the Blue
had 14 points.
Devils missed five shots and
The Blue Devils have been to
committed five turnovers.
"Turnovers•arc a sign of great the Final Four seven of the last
play by Arkansas," Hill said. nine years, and a third title would
"You have to give credit to Ark- have vaulted Krzyzewski into the
ansas. They created a lot of company of John Wooden (10),
Adolph Rupp (4) and Bob Knight
turnovers."
Duke finally righted itself to (3).
Seniors Hill, Lang and Marty
tie the game at 54 with 10:16 left.
From then on, there were three _park had a chance at a third title
‘h this year's championship
lead changes and two ties, the
run.
last at 70-70 when Hill nailed a

"I want your
real estate business"

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591
I.

The United Methodist
Campus Fellowship
presents a

Seminar On Sexual
Ethics In The '90's
Friday, April 8th — Seminar For Ministers
& Other Professionals
Friday Night April 8th & Saturday, April 9th
Lock-1n For 11th, 12th & College Students
Cost $5 (Includes Meals)
For Reservation & More Information
Please Call the UMCF at 753-9859

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.
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$1895

From Murray Hwy. 121 South 2 Mlles, 894 Left 3/4 Miles
759-9557 - Hours 7 a.m. until 5 p.m. - Monday to Friday

"Serving the Farrier Industry Since 1986"

PARTS
/1,5r.

III Edgar gets...
FROM PAGE 6
him in the seventh grade. The
same with Clint McDaniel.
"My guy is Corey Beck,"
Edgar continued. "We saw him
at a young age and knew we
needed to put him in an Razorback uniform. He finds ways to
win. Nolan feels about him like
I feel about (Racer) Marcus
Brown."
Edgar will be making a call
to Fayetteville, Ark., in the next
few days to congratulate the
man that has served has his
mentor.
"When he can get off his feet
and get settled I'll give him a

Calf Today
Professional
Real Estate

'Total Commitment
to Service.

FROM PAGE 6
3-pointer with 1:30 left.
Arkansas called a timeout and
when the Razorbacks returned to
the court they had trouble getting
an open shot. As the shot clock
ticked down, Thurman finally let
one go from the right side, giving
the Razorbacks the lead for good.
They closed the game by going
3-for-6 from the free throw line
while Duke missed two shots,
including an ill-advised 3-pointer
by Chris Collins with 24 seconds
left and the Blue Devils down

7
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‘,/uit

I711 (L, /or

me

(i)TOYOTA

call," he said. "But I know nght
now everyone's on the band
wagon. I'll wait until the wagon
slows down."
Murray State opened up this
past season in Arkansas' new
Bud Walton Arena, losing by
26 points. Edgar said Richardson would like another reunion.
"He had me cornered the
other night trying to get me to
bring the Racers back down
there," Edgar explained with a
laugh. "I don't know if we need
to open up down there with
eight new players.
"In two years I think we'll be
ready to go back."
"Dad" will be waiting.

TOYOTA

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563

OF MURRAY

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Hwy. 641 South • Murray • 753-4961

SNAPPER
Quick response
steering system

AIL VIII

ANYTHING
LESS JUST
WON'T CUTIT!
Has a tight turning radius and is

one of the most maneuverable
mowers available

SPRING
BREAK
SPECIALS

rally (to
said.
le, but I
what a

flew I
I know

to be
somecat me

ii

2

cartoons for

Easy starting engines range in
horsepower from 8hp to16 hp

,
,
ro
1/1,•••••_

.ir
Five speed friction
power transfer
Wide choice of
single or twin
blade decks

99

Nintendo',

Apia

4

Vitus

Allows true on-the-go shifting
without clutching or stopping
From 25" to 42 -Choose from our
superior bagging Hi-Vacs or
smooth cutting standard models
DON'T PAY 'TIL
OCTOBER 1994
INTEREST FREE

Nintendo!) 01 Super Nintendo
or !Ire Price of
II" 1041
s
Itt.ttste
471'f,

Your dealer can help you match
the horsepower you'll need to the
size of your mowing lob

INSTANT CREDIT
UP TO $3500

April

ASK ABOUT SNAP-CREDIT

imp

a

apapipir

MULCHING CONVERSION KITS AVAILABLE

Murray 111frogite
Chestnut St

Auto
753-2571

8
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CLASSIFIED
060

020

02u

ACCEPTING
BIDS

TO PLACE SX AD CUL

753-1916

74 kin Trans central
gas heat & are condiboning unit new precis
$8000 new condition
fully guaranteed
Located 707 S.6th St_
Mayfield Western
Auto Store.
Bids accepted through
Apr', 9, 1994
Leave sealed bids at
Western Auto Saxe
Mayfield
For Into:
901-642-5300
753-1300
Atter 7 p.m.
/89-2116

020
Notice
- OCHS CHOIR will do odd
yobs in community for a
donation to help pay for
choir trip For information
call Carol, 753 3248 or
Tern 492 8707
HOST Dry Carpet Cleaner
The professional way to dry
dean carpet yourself On
sale now at Black's Decorating Center, 701 S 41h St
Murray or call 753-0839

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

DEADLINES
Deadllees are 2 days is
advance!
ADJ LSTM ENT'S
Advertisers are requested
to check Use first iffisertlise
or their ads fur amy error.
Murray Ledger & Them
will be responsible tor only
oat locomen laserUoa.
Amy error should be reported immedlatety so carredoes can be made.
JUMP start your crop with
AMPLIFIED D from Conklin
Products made by unNersity of Arizona A seed ger
mination aid helps seed
over come stress Better
root & stem formation provides added energy to
seed helps increase stand
& yield Cost about $2,acre
753 0833
1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance if now
standanzed In 10
plans and we write
all 10
The pan A deductible
you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has been
moused to 1696 in
1994.
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or eatioewlde
14100-455-4199
'ow 3284 year it service'

MONEY SOURCES For
start up businesses
growth development, expansion, inventory leverage buyout etc We also
pay catiti for your mortgage (502) 492 8542
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon -Toes Pizza salads.
hot sandwiches gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800 649 3804

o .

MAKE
$100043000
FUNDRAISING
eisred ect1001, c.nurch ath.
*X (X other civic prey;so
clearbal a Irsiserlis stare
June 20th July aft
Sales bcatan on WSMail parte% ior n Misray
Fireworks 1mi:tad Call
IMO-225-6529(9km -4
pm) or 1-500-835-5396
(24 nr rsaxdsd
message)
...".
/
1
40

Holiday Inn
Ft. Campbell Blvd.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
April
Sat. 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
Vending
Booths, Demonstrations,
E.S.P. Testing and Continuous Free
Lectures with $5.00 admission.

iv

a

PSYCHIC FESTIVAL

USE WEX (from Conklin
Products) for effective
spraying Makes water wetter, promotes uniform
,spreading, increases penetration, reduces foaming,
assists in suppension of
chemicals at a cost of
$ SC/acre 753-0833
025
Personals
DON T chance romance
Call Match Maker International (502)554-8600

Terry
Tatlock

WANTED spade players
(single) 753-7115

Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Hsqs
Wonted

Notir.41

Hobo,
LEARN TO DRI:E.
TRACTOR—TRAILERS

$1000 weekly stuffing en
velopes at home No experience Free information/
supplies No obligation
Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to Honzon, Dept FE, PO Box
2149, Brownwood, TX
76804
9 BALL players for 7pcn
Thursday & 2pm Sunday
Apply at Break Time Billards. Dixieland Shopping
Center 759-9303
NO experience' $500 to
$900 weekly/potential processing FHA mortgage refunds
Own hours
1-501-646-0044 Ext 389
24 hours

FIRE
FIGHTER
JOBS
Entry level male
or female positions

Now hiring.
$11.58-$14.29 per
hour. Paid training

HOUSE KEEPER needed
several days a week tor
house cieaning laundry
and ironing Must be ree
able and like children Send
resume with references to
PO Box 10408 Murray KY
42071
WAITRESSES needed
Apply in person at Hong
Kong Restaurant. Hwy 641
N No phone calls pieasei

Applicants call

1.219-736-4715
Ext. A 3482
I

/ 7 days

APPLY with Hamilton
Ryker before April 8 1994
and qualify for $50 advancement bonus Immediate openings for material
handlers, general laborers,
and assemblers All shifts
available Hamilton- Ryker
has generous benefit and
incentive programs Must
meet a substance abuse
policy No fee involved
Apply today at 2535 E
Wood, Lakeway Village,
Pans, TN
ARBONNE International
pure swiss skin care Consultant needed now for
Murray & West KY area
Flexible hours, unlimited income & Mercedes Benz car
program 753-6781
DIRECTOR OF YOUTH
MINISTRIES 1200 member church is looking for
acharismatic, energetic, organized person to gice direction to a thriving youth
program involving 120
youth College degree preferred and experience
working with youth is a
requirement Salary is commensurate with experience Send resume with
references to PO Box 1040
R, Murray,KY 42071
Deadline May 15
DO you need a GED7 Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 Oyu
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now,
no experience, free supplies, free information, no
obligation Send SASE to
Lifetime, Dept 28, PO Box
30, Bangs, Tx 76823
EARN up to $3 000/mo processing mortgage ret.inds
in your area No experience
necessary 502-569-1962
EASY work' Excellent pay'
Assemble products at
home Call toll free
1-800-4675566 ext 8047

WILL BE TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR:
GENERAL FACTORY WORKERS.
Applications may be filled out at the plant office building between the hours
of 8:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. on Saturday, April 9, 1994. All applicants on
Saturday, April 9, 1994 will be interviewed that day.

Applications may be filled out at the plant office building between the hours
of 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m., and 1:00 p.m. 10 3:00 p.m. on Monday, April 11,
1994 through Friday, April 15, 1994.
Prefer candidates with a high school education or G.E.D. These openings
are for both shifts. Applicant needs to be able to work either shift and
willing to work any daily or week-end overtime that is scheduled.
1865 North Market Street, Paris, Tennessee

Pre-Employment Substance Screens Required

RECEPTIONIST position
available Experience in all
aspects of office procedures requires Apply in
person with resume Vegan
Metal Sedalia 328-8980

AND AF F OAT E

GONIPANtES

EXECUTIVE SALES POSMON
FINANCIAL PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Metropolitan Lite - One of the largest financial
insbtubons, seeks aggressive person to fill position in local area.
Salary • Up to $40,000 plus Excellent fnnge
benefits to include: retirement, medical and dental
for enbre family, 401K and disablity plan, 3-year
training program.
College degree preferred No sales background
necessary EOE
Resume please to: BEVERLY CULBREATH
RECRUITING DIRECTOR
555 JEFFERSON SUITE 305
PADUCAH, KY 42001
s Second Car

.41191.14Duckling
LANIzauzismi

Adam
14,

BOGARD tucking and excavating inc We haul top
sod gravel, hi dirt. whoa
rock rip rap 759-1828

QUEEN size waterbed.
lighted headboard & padded rails $100 firm'
753-9770

NEW metal siding & roofWANTED HVAC service ing Cover 36" cut to length
twohnician 418 per hour or in 10 colors galvanized
Call and gaivalume Secondary
right person
502-443-7306
if avaiabie Portable car
port kits 489-2722 or
WANTED
Smiling,
489-2724
energetic, professional employees at Wonder Waters, SNAPPER mower, 16hp,
Hwy 641, Gilbertsville, 48- deck $1,250 753-7137
Kentucky Must be at least after 6prn
17 years old Applications
available April 2, 1994 at
the amusement park
WE we loolung for fueome
sales associates Must be
able to meet the public
Must have an outstanding
personality, positive attitude and enjoy sales Must
be flexible lo work 9-6 MonSat throughout Me year
Must apply in person by
10am daily No phone calls
please Corn-Austin, Murray, KY location
WILDLIFE ,
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
info call (219)794-0010 ext
7159, 8am-9pm, 7 days

1.1:\

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
112 So 12th
Murray KY 42071

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
WILL stay with elderly, full
or part-time, references
753-6170

Position
Warded

FAST RELIABLE SERVICE!

ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew,
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981

Income Taxes • Bookkeeping • Payroll
Financial Statements • Audits
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. - Monday thru Friday
Saturday &E Evening Appointments Available

SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
120
Computers

302A N. 12th St., Murray, KY

Call Now! 753-4347

COMPUTER system
753-8332, Mon-Fri
130
For Sal.
Or Trade

HELP WANTED

WHITE prom dress silver
sequins knee length can
be worn with or without
strapes Asking $75
753 8089
YOU BRING
753-7400

WE SELL'

BLUEGRASS
LAWN MAINTENANCE
•

Mowing • Trimming
Hedging • Edging

When you want quality lawn care
Business & Residential Lawns]

Call
759-1588

Ash about
5, Citizens
Discounts

ftee
fshmates

Hodge, Noel & Associates
INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS
FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL
SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP

915 Coldwater Rd.

(502) 753-6069

111,Test tew
NURSING

HOME

WestvistailiErsirig Home offers
excellent benefits and competitive salaries
We have the following lob opportunity:
RN: Insiervioe Coordinator, Full time.
Must have one year experience in long term care
or adult education.
Apply in person or contact
Barbara Clapp, RN. DON
EOE
502 753 1304
1 401 SOUTH 15th STREET MUieRAY KENTUCKY 42071

YOU BRING, WE SELL'
753-7400

DST Foods, 623 S. 4th

St.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578
901-644-0679

FAST REFUNDS

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

IRS Electronic Filing - $25.00
Tax Preparation
Pick Up & Delivery On Request

WANT to buy: antique furniture. glassware & china 1
piece or houseful! Call
492-8128 between
10am-4 30pm

KDL Bookkeeping
& Payroll Service

WINDOW air conditioners
working or not 753-5958

Kathy Lee • 502-474-2796

Articim
For Sale

World of Sound
You do have a choice! on car and
home stereo and home theater.
JVC, Sanyo, Pioneer, Kenwood,
Jensen, Panasonic, Craig, Sentrek, A.A.L., Infinity, MTX, Orion,
Cerwin Vega. Your only source Of
in store service at

World of SoUnd
222 So, 12th

MC visa Wellcome

753.5865

150

HIDE A-BED couch and
matching chair, $100
Rocking chair $25
753 9540
SUPER size waterbed
Chest & dresser Call
753 9559

Murray Transporta
Murray's Newest Truth Servi,
Owner Operator's Or Fleet
Services Offered Quarterly
(Individual or Fleet)• Fuel Der
Services • Insurance Claims h
Obtain Cargo & Liability Insur
Maintained For DO T Inspe
pliance Files Maintained In Co
Regulations • Forms 2290(He
Filed) • License Plates Orde
Applied For Bill of Ladings
rhatever your paper work ne
For more Information pleas

DID U K

You can start your sprinc
new 1994, 2 bedroom
$620.00 down and only
or a 3 bedroom for $7
$156.00 a month. Sale e
hurry and see these Ix

Best Home

Hwy. 45E Mil

1-800-282-3781 or

FACTORY DOUBLE WIDE
This luxurious 3 bedroc
featuring vinyl siding, sh
heat & air, side-by-side
in-door ice dispenser, ra
glamour bath, can be yo
and $217.00 a month. B
are low!

Best Home

Hwy. 45E MI
901-686-8790 or 1-

"lite

BEAUTIFUL quilt with cur
tains, pillow shams, bed
skirt Solid brass lamp,
small table, 4 cup Mr Coffee $130 753-6170
COMPLETE dark room
equipment enlarger, safe
lights, tanks trays, etc Nikon F2 camera, extra lens
$300 New Hoyt super slam
bow, RT hand complete
with Doskocil bow case.
$400 Call Joe 753-7919
after 5pm

alM1040.,

We are looking for men and women who can reflect our most important
objectives of producing quality products, valuing our customers,and ensuring
the safety and development of all our employees.
We will be hiring personnel in the following areas March through June. To
create a safe and desirable work environment for you, we conduct drug
screening on all potential employees.
"Processing Plant Production (All Shifts)
•Hatchery Production
•Field Catching Crew Members (2nd and 3rd Shifts)
•Plant Sanitation Team Members (2nd and 3rd Shifts)
'Weekly Pay Check.
*Day, Afternoon & Night Shifts
*Paid Holidays

APPLY AT: Department of Employment Services
319 S. 7th Street, Mayfteld, Kentucky
MOO •.m.-4:30 p.m.. Monday through Friday
E()
Flf
•

Dayfily

Perennial beds
We also do landsc
ing. trimming.
leveling yards and
Cheat

AirestView
NURSING

HOME

Weslview Nursing Home offers
/excellent benefits and competitive salanes
We have the following lob opportunities:
LPN's - Full time, 3-11
Nursing Assistant - Full time
Apply in person or contact
Barbara Clapp, RN, DON
EOE
502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 15O STREET MURRAY KENTUOCY 42071

$52

is your ticket to an unbel
BRICK HOME.Three bedt

APPLIANCE
PARTS
Tn Fit Most Major Brands
100018 of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
wrieX:036

GE

28' great room, eat-in kit
suite, vaulted ceiling, firep
air and many more amen
on crawl space. Garage, b
options available.

CYLOR BU
CORPORA

tpoinf

Fnowe

1YR old Motorola portable
cellular phone $250
753-5222

s411a.,

WE OFFER:
"Competitive Income
"Employee Insurance
*Paid Vacations
"Much More

COUCH & chair good con
moon 436 5541

Cyndl &

Head meat cutter
Experience required.
Apply in person.
Pay based on experience.

None
FumIsNngs

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA

non

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Jacquelyn D.Watson,CPA

SATELITTE dish, whole
arilfem $1.000 753-5782
ask for Ruthie 8am 4pm
MF

Me Income 74.1 Profstsionats'
Domestic
& Chlkicare

Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
Office 753-6910
1 -800-THE-DUCK

SAFETY
Advisor,
92150/mo Company will
train
Call Mon -Fri,
9am-1pm
only
615-399-8269

Ukase
Far Ws

070

ocafions Coast to Coast

Of

ALSO

PAINTERS must have
2yrs experience or more
steady work Apply in person at Black s Decorating
Center 701 S 4th St kkg
ray KY or Cell 753-0839

Metropolitan Uhl

& benefits

MOHON
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

EO.E

SUN tanning beds new &
used financing available
Pans service & supplies
Cali Sonny Hooks
7 5 3
9 2 7 4
800 540 9790

Over 6,000 Satisfied
Since 19!

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Pa
smana
Westirgh
"
se

Maytag

T aPPW
Magic chef

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713

,(502)554-3267
GUPTO

LAWN

Complete Lawn Care/

PEPSI

mom
ROUTE SALES
PEPSI-COLA HAS JOB OPPORTUNITIES DUE
TO CONTINUED EXPANSION AND PRODUCT
SUPPORT. CANDIDATES WILL ENTER-ONTHE JOB TRAINING PROGRAM TO LEARN TO
OPERATE TRACTOR/TRAILER, SALES AND
MERCHANDISING, TRAINING AT NO COST
AND YOU WILL BE PAID AS YOU LEARN, NO
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED, AFTER SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF TRAINING, CANDIDATES WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR LOCAL
DELIVERY RUNS AND SAFE OPERATION OF
VEHICLE. EXCELLENT EARNING POTENTIAL AND BENEFITS, WITH LOCAL TRAVEL
TO APPLY COME TO PEPSI-COLA.HIGHWAY
641 N. BENTON, KY, WEDNESDAY, APRIL
6th WOO A.M. - 300 P.M. & FRIDAY APRIL 8th
900 AM. - 1:00 P.M.

Experienced • C

For the best rates & h

Call 481

For yol
The Murra
is no

Visa am
VISA

Call Us Today!

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY, APRIL 5

9

1994

•

p.

SUN tanning beds new &
used. financing available
Parts service 8 supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
7 5 3
9 2 7 4 ,
1 800 54097S0
flu

Nome
FurneNngs

630 CASE 53hp hydrotic 511
bush hog runs good
436-2834
NO till drill with caddy
Great pains 489 2392
TOBACCO setter for sale
2 row 3 point hitch Call
753 6344

COUCH & chaps good con
(Wan 436 5541
HIDE ABED couch and
matching chair, $100
Rocking chair $25
753 9540
SUPER size waterbed
Chest & dresser Call
753 9559

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD also tree ser
wice 436 2562

CLASSIFIED

Murray Transportation Service
Murray s Newest Truck Service Dedicated To The
Owner Operator's Or Fleet Accounts
Services Offered Ouanerly Fuel Tax Reporting
(Individual or Fleet)• Fuel Decals Ordered • Payroll
Services • Insurance Claims Handled For You • Can
Obtain Cargo 6 Liability Insurance For You • Logs
Maintained For D 0 T Inspections • Safety Compliance Files Maintained In Compliance With D 0 T
Regulations • Forms 2290(Heavy Vehicle Road Tax
Filed) • License Plates Ordered •ICC Authority
Applied For Bill of Ladings Billed For You
rhatever your paper work needs are we can help
For more Information please call 502-753-1084.

DID U KNOW
You can start your spring garden around a
new 1994, 2 bedroom mobile home for
$620.00 down and only $134.00 a month;
or a 3 bedroom for $750.00 down and
$156.00 a month. Sale ends March 31, so
hurry and see these beautiful homes at

Best Home Center
Hwy. 45E Milan, TN
1-800-282-3781 or 901-686-8790

FACTORY DOUBLE WIDE DEMONSTRATOR
This luxurious 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
featuring vinyl siding, shingle roof, central
heat & air, side-by-side refrigerator with
in-door ice dispenser, range, dishwasher,
glamour bath, can be yours for 10% down
and $217.00 a month. By now while rates
are low!

Best Home Center
Hwy. 45E Milan, TN
901-686-8790 or 1-8007282-3781

For Rent
FOR sale Bach Trigger
Trombone Used only one
yea( excellent condition
Ca 753-7092 for Outage
PIANO tuning
John
Gottschalk 753-9600
2S0

The Dayhly People

Perennial beds our specialty.
We also do landscaping, mulching. trimming, seeding and
leveling yards and tractor work.
Cyndi & Charlie Turnbow

753-2993

$52 900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq. ft.
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms,2 full baths,
28' great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat &
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available.

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers
Since 1958

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

Bunnies
Sortie's
K T I and Associates offer
mg a full line 04 investigatNe
services Bed Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099
270
Mobile
homes For Sale

him
iii loos
50243741Ni
14X70 MOBILE home 3br,
2 bath central h'a range
refrigerator Call 489 2555
or 489-2647
1981 ELCONA 14X70 with
expando. 3tx, 14 bath,
cent( II air, appliances,
porch. underpinning.
$10,500 527-9558
1982 14X65 CLAYTON
mobile home 3br
bath, central hitt fireplace.
microwave stove refrigerator included
Call
436-5003
1992 FLEETWOOD 16X74
3be 2 bath vaulted ceilings dishwasher, underpinning, large porch, excellent condition 759-2510
2BR, furnished 8 carpeted
on 3 lots Well & septic
system A bargain Wilson
Realty, 302 S 12th
753-3263
2BR mobile home for sate
on rented lot $3,500 obo
Call 753-6012 after 5pm
NEW decors are arriving
daily' Prices shoed on discounted decors $ave big
bucksll Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc , Hwy 79E,
Paris, Tn 1-800-642-4891
QUALITY homts at afford
able prices Buy from huge
selection or custom order
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc
Hwy 79E, Paris In.
1800-6424891

Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR, 2 bath, very nice, in
Riviera Courts Coleman
RE, 753-9898
2BR Grogan's Trailer Park
Appliances & water turn
ished
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR in Hazel 492-8526

LAWN CARE
Complete Lawn Care & Bush Hogging
FREE
[ESTIMATES
Ex pewleonesed • Demonda blo

For the best rims a friendly service...

Call 489-2590

1BR on Norte 4th deposit
No pets
$185 mo
753 8848 before 9pm

2BR house near downtown
Murray $325 mo lease re
quired 753 4109

out it Call 753-1266
MODERN 2 bay plus office
clean-up shop $290/mo
753-3023
120

1 2,3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm
I BR apartment, utilities included rent based on income Elderly, handicap &
disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502 354 8888
1BR log duplex oft 94E No
pets Deposit, water furnished $275/mo 753-8848
before 9pm

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

CONDOMINIUM for sale or
lease Low utilities on site
security 753-3293 after
6pm

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able caw 753 2905

COCKER Spaniel puppies,
3 males AKC registered
Ready now, 492 8238

STORAGE trailers for rent
753 7888

DOG Day Aftern000 dog
grooming 759-1768

HORSE for sale 3yr old
Gelding saddle horse Professionally broke Good to,
kids that have riding espial
ence Asking $1 200 Ask
for Steve Lamb at
753 8204 or 753-9257

2 3BR furnished kechenett
apts heat included New
Concord area Walking distance to lake security, deposit required 436 2472
28Ftj'4 bath townhouse
new 'spacious All ap
plelfices
' furnished including washer 8 dryer Call
753 1614
28R 1 bath duplex central
gas h'a w d hook up like
new appliances furnished
S400 mo Imo deposit
435 4480 Of 436 5725
2BR 1 bath duplex garage
with automatic door
opener, dish washer, garbage disposal w d hook
up central ha, $450/rno
1yr lease Day 753 7688.
nights 759 4703
2BR, 1 bath duplex Appliances furnished Central
gas heat, central air,
$425mo 1 mo deposit, lyr
lease, no pets 753-2905
2BR duplex, w+cl hookup,
carport 1405 Stadium
View 753 9636
2BR townhouse new, spa
aous all appliances including washer & dryer
753 4573
28R water furnished Lo
cated 1601 Farmer,
$325 mo Coleman RE
53 9898
4BR 2 bath apts available
now Cental ha, appli
cances furnished Located
on Diuguid Coleman RE
753-9898

BRAKES for rent Pro Two
or vinyl siding 436 2701
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40 mo 759 4081

Business on
a Budget?
Call 753-1916 for details.

A Ilea tion

Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clipout section running each Mon'''. day in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced
at $10.00, for

EXTRA nice 2br duplex, at
1704 Oakhill,
deck & private,backyard.
$350/mo Lease 8 deposit
No pets Call 753-0814
FURNISHED opts renting
now Available in May No
pets Also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman
Apts
753-6609
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

NEWLY constructed 2br
near MSU $400/mo Call
753-0472
NICE duplex 2br, central
h/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
SUMMER'S coming, beautiful lake duplex, boat ramp,
each 2br. wid hook up,
15mon from Murray Top
$350/mo, bottom $275/mo
527-9639
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 8 3 bed
rooms, handicap accessi
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky
or call
502-437-4113
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du
pies, appliances furnished.
central gas heat 8 air.
S475/mo 1 mo deposit, 1
yr lease No pets Call
753 2905

(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

gisnpficify

Authorized
BRIGGS & STRATTON
and KOHLER
Service Center

Across from Southern States

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers
Kevin Lamb
Rwhard Lamb

753-2925

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

Rooms
Rent

753-1916

1614 OLIVE all utilities
urnished kitchen 8 loving
oorn privileges Coleman
RE 753-9898

POMERANIAN AKC white
male 2/i yrs old Pet or
kennel dog Throws small
pups. $150 Chihuahua
AKC male chocolate/tan
2yrs old House pet $150
901-584 4475

NEW 3br 2 bath with whirlpool tub cathedral ceiling
in living room & dining
large kitchen 2 car garage
N 16th across from Sulk
vans Gott Course Call
492 8873 or 492 8238 from
6 10pm evenings

BEAUTIFUL clean wooded
lots Access to lake With
water, gas & electric avail
able Kattawa area Near
Buzzard rock 10 7 acres
$29,000 Will divide into
53 /, acres $15 000,ea
388-2603

Hedge Trimming

Landscaping

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision All city
utilities. reduced $17,500.
753-4873 after 6pm

Mowing Time Is Nearly Here!

CORNER lot in Canterbury
Estate Priced to sell
753 3110 after 5pm

-

753-8222
1ST time home buyers
Start here 3br, 2 bath Ask
about new financing only
$59,900 Call Bob at Grey's
Properties 759 2001,even
irigs 753 3509

WOOD WORICS
125818M8
is now offering

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!
Pens, Mugs, Keychains, Buttons, Magnetic Business
Cards, Kites, Balloons, Desk Accessones, Memo
Boards, Pins and Many, Many More Productsl

Call (502) 382-2306 (Ph

or Fax)

We accept Visa or MasterCard

2BR. 17, bath brick on 3
acres on Hwy 80 near
$55 000
Aurora
753 6556 753 2951
2 STORY house 3br, 2
baths on 4 7 acres 9 miles
N of Murray on 641
437 4995
3BR home in town, quiet
neighborhood Reduced to
$49.500 Contact Kop
perud Realty 753 1222
MLS,5269

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(own open at 6 00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road. South to Sq
Kale Road, right on Se Hsio Road 1/4 mile
OPEN TO Tel PUBLIC

753-0466

NON PFEOf IT ONGANi/ATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORIUNO

BUILDERS personal home
3br, 3 bath new in 19931
Show home condition 11
Must see to appreciate call
Bob now' Grey's Properties
evenings
759 2001
753 3509
bath
BY OWNER 3br
brick ranch Eat in kitchen,
formal dining room Irving
room family room with
bay window Central gas
heat & air, wall to wall car
pet ceiling fans. sacuzzi
14x14f1 storage bldg Lot
75x150 adiacient lot avail
able Walk to banks & shop
ping Priced to sell mid
Call for appt
$70
753 4359

All Types Of:

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop By And Soo Cr Showroom •
400 Sunbury Murray (11•Polows Sunny Small
753-5940
‘2-...gig•10
"
1"s-

RUSTIC house on 3 acres
Southwest school district.
30X40 metal shop 16X16
patio deck. 3br, 2 bath,
central gas heat & air,
$69 500 Serious inquires
only 492 8600 after 5pm
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
with great flowing lay out,
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
room seperate dining
room Lots of extras country club view Call for your
appointment today
753 2905
470
Motorcycles
YOU BRING
753 7400

WE SELL1

Used
Cars

1989 NISSAN Sentra,
black, 56 XXX miles, new
tires, a/c, 5sp am/fm tape
excellent condition $4 000
489 2597 489 2912 after
5pm
1990 HONDA Accord LX
One owner, 5sp $7,000
753 9778 after 6pm
1990 MAZDA 626 LX 4dr
76xx x miles loaded $6800
1991 Hyundai Sonata 4dr
45xxx miles, $4900
753 5500

Tilling

- CALL TODAY FOR FREE ESTIMATE

REDUCED' 1931sq ft lot
$65 000 1712 Ryan 3br, 2
bath brick ranch fireplace,
privacy fence, owner ti
nancing 753-5703

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
1992
EAGLE Talon
homes all price ranges If
oaded 753 8613 alto
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte 5 30pm
ous and professional 1972 CHEVROLET Im
agents at 753-1222 or stop pala 492 8475 after 5pm
by office at 711 Main St
1982 WHITE 4dr, Mercury
LARGE undeveloped tract Zephyr, 41 XXX
actual
consisting of 49 7 acres in
miles, $2,000 1987 blue.
side city limits of Murray, 2dr, Oldsmobile Calais,
KY Water. sewage gas, 80 XXX miles $4,000
railroad acoessable Seri 753 7249 after 5pm
ous inquires only to PO
Box 1040 0 Murray, KY 1984 LTD air cruise 4dr.
V 6 good tires $1,000
42071
_ 474 2382
NEW dupleirfoi sale Cam
bridge Estates Gene 1985 CELEBRITY, good
condition, 3 XXX miles on
Steely 753 6156
new motor. $1,500 obo
ROBERTS Realty Callo Call 753 2260
way County's oldest arid
most reliable real estate 1989 BMW 325 I, automaagency For all your real tic. sunroof, 2dr, red with
estate needs call them to black interior, 57,XXX
miles. maintenance reday at 753.1651i Syca
cords $12,500 obo Evenmore and 12th St
ings and weekends
362-7933

Mowing

.
p
•IA

HOME for sale by owner
753 6235

GREEN EARTH LAWN SERVICE

and
For

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 2915

FOR sale New brick 4 plex
apartments extra nice Call
753 3966 after 5pm

Only $5 A Week!

38A central gas heat 8 air
3yrs old fenced back yard
nice neighborhood Good
starter or retire* home im
mediate possession
753 5214 after 5pm

MOUNTAIN Feist puppies.
$50ea 436 5643

17 MILES from Murray
fronting on the beautifu
main channel of Kentucky
Lake Breath taking view
acre
on 200tt wooded
lot Main lake dock also
concrete boat ramp and
dock in protected cove
County maintained road
excellent neighborhood
Duplex with all conveni
ences including central
heat and air, 12X5Oft deck,
fireplace carpet and ap
pliances Choice location
Must see to appreciate
Ideal tor individual or co
ownership This property is
a bargain at $95,000 Call
753 7307 after 5pm

Run this 2x2 consistency ad In Classifieds every'clay,including the Shopper
for S160 a month (paid in advance)

Vans

EXPANDABLE home with
2 acre lots of mature trees
Extra large 2 car garage in
ground pool only $79,500
Call Bob now' Grey s Properties 759 2001 evenings
753 3509

WEST Highland white ter
nor pups Champion sired
5500/ea 759 4556

CLEAN 2br, central ha No
pets 641 South 492-8634
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

REGISTERED Barzona
bull 4yr old small birth ut
$1,200 753 9778 after
6pm 753 5890

Custom Woodworking

Call Us Today!

HAVE an obedient, sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for oven
12yrs 436 2858

Lkiestock
as
-

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109

NEW 2br with adioining
2BR mobile home,
bathrooms, large closets,
$200 mo, $200 deposit, replus 2 additional half baths
ferences 753-6012
Refrigerator, electric stove,
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, disposal, dish washer.
electric or gas Walking dis- washer & dryer, whole
house vacuum system,
tance to college 753-5209
kitchen has dining area &
breakfast bar Covered car2115
port, concrete patio SepMobil*
erate 20X3Oft storage
Home Lots For Rent
building References required No pets $525/mo.
MOBILE home lots for rent
$525 security deposit
492-8488
753-3018
3nn
NEW apartments for rent
Business
Townhouse style, 17, bath,
Rentals
2br, kitchen appliances
RETAIL or Office Space in ice-maker 8 built-in microS. Side Shopping Center. wave, wid hook up Call
753-3966 alter 5pm. or
753-4509 or 753-6612.
753-7435 days
36X60 INSULATED buildNEW duplex 2br, 2 bath,
ing 753-0724
garage and utility room Pri800-2200S0 ft Coleman vacy deck with all ap
RE 753-9898
pliances furnished & w/d
HARD to believe that office hook-up, $475/mo with deposit and 1 year lease No
space on the courtsquare in
pets Located at 1813
downtown Murray is affordable & available but it is & Ridgewood 753-5524
Debbie can tell you all ab- days, 435-4235 nights

Apartments
For Rent

GUPTONS

2 29R houses available
now Extra nice Refer
ences 8 deposit required
Cali
$350-$400 mo
753 2339 or 753-8767

170

280

C & C Nursery

1 bedroom nicely
furnished apt. near
USU. Water & garpickup
bage
furnished.
753-4682 or 753-5870

Hones
For Sala

Far Ross
OF Leese

HO.seee

Fes
Upwind

BY owner Great 3br 2 bath
brick home wooded lot in
quiet subdivision Central
gas heat air 2 car garage
interior completely rode
corated Move in condition
Owner leaving area Must
sacrifice mid 70's East V
Subdivision 753 1468

1991 TOYOTA Camry DX.
low miles, loaded new Ms
chelin toes, excellent con
dition Reduced to $10,000
Call 753 6098
COLLECTORS car 1986.
black, Sunbird convertible,
turbo, 41,XXX miles Adult
driver,
$ 7 . 90 0
901 644-9845
GRADUATION 1988 VW
Cabriolet convertible trip-le
white, 79,XXX miles, a/c,
pfs pfb, new top asking
$8,000 502 365 7849
YOU BRING
753 7400

WE SELL'

1992 FORD Aerostat Sell
or trade for truck
753 0603

1971 FORD lion good
condition $2200 or trade
tor Chevy exit 492 8516
1977 CHEVY pick up, runs
and looks good Si 800
437 3053
1980 4W0 V 8 auto.
69 XXX miles, very sharp
$4 300 753 9770
1984 CHEVROLET pu
1983 Chevrolet van
759 9056
1988 RANGER blue #.0
striping, chrome rims, sun
roof, bedliner am lm cas
sent). excellent condition,
52 XXX miles Must sell'
$5 400 negotiable
474 2272 Ask for Keith or
leave message
1990 MAZDA SE 5 pick
up 35 XXX miles sunroof,
tool box excellent condi
non asking $5,000 Please
call Jim at 762 6729
Sin

Campers
1974 PROWLER 2311 self
contained 753 8306 after
5pm
1976 GILES camper 26
AC furnace refrigerator,
gas All you need for a fun
camping trip Sleeps ap
pros 5 $2,300 or less
345 2690
1988 COACHMAN 5th
wheel 35ft ac, self
contained
beautiful,
512900 759 1300
YOU BRING
753 7400

WE SELL 1

520
Boats
& Motors
14FT Larson Craft Chn
sliner, 18hp Evenrude
electrical start loot control
trolling motor, comes with
trailer 436 5614 aftr 5pm
16FT Lowe aluminum bass
boat, 50hp Evinrude motor,
Minkota trolling motor, 2
locators & 2 tanks, live well
& safety equipment,
$2,700 Call 502 474 8049
17FT Signa fiberglass boat,
bow rider. 150hp Mercury
outboard motor, good con
dition $2,800 435 4356 after 4pm
weekends
anytime
1957 CHRIS Craft Romer,
42ft twin 427 Fords Ready
to go $27,500 Will trade
Call 436 5811 or 436 5082
1972 40FT River Queen
house boat extra nice &
loaded' $25,900 Call Dinkins Mobile Homes, Paris
Tn 1 800 642-4891
1985 SEARAY runabout
19ft, excellent condition
life jackets skis Call
753 5927
1988 PONTOON 26ft RIVI
era with 88hp Evinrude
moto 753 5500
19FT Mastercraft ski boat
excellent condition, 425
hours custom trailer &
boom pole 753 7721 after
5pm
USED boats motors, trail
ers & salvage parts for sale
Boat & motor repair All
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Re
pair, Hwy 1 2 1 S
502 436 5464
WANT to buy fishing boat
& motor, good condition
reasonable price Call
436 5748 after 4pm
YOU BRING
753 7400

WE SELL'

530
Services
Offered

'dada kb $200!
Can auctioned by IRS, Of A,
Trucks,
FBI rialiOnrwe
boats, motorhorres, computers, and morel Cat toll freel
1-000-4341-11067 Ext. A-1801

A 1 carpentry work, house
plans drawn, remodling,
decks, homes built, no lob
to small free estimates
Call J&C Construction
436 5398

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING It ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating & Cooling Service a Installation
Electrical Service a Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant

1171 NATL.

Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages. pole barns K storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267

10

MURRAY LEDGER II TIMES

Stadoes
WNW
1 1 1 A al around mowing.
trimming, hauling Mark
436-2528
1 1 1 A Hauling, tree trimming. tree removal, dewing out sheds mot & odd
jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
At Al Al Joe s mowing.
enuldeng, raiung WOO removal Free estimates
436-2967
Al, AL'S hauling yard
work. Wee removal mowing Free estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches.
roofing concrete drive
ways. painting maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTENNA Repair and in
stallauon Replace or install
quality Channel Master antennas rotors and amplifiers Beasley s Antenna
Service, Buchanan
901-642-4077

ANTIOUE refinishing. furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 3C7+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair. replacement 759-1515
Service - ROY
BACKHOE
'
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

APRIL 5. 1994

%roma
Cone

ofBACKHOE Service com- rtANCiv man services
'Mimi
plete toundaltions sepac fered carpentry. painting
systems R H Nesbitt, Ma- ow yard work,
sonry Phone 492 8516, etc 759-1449
pager 762-7221
LAWN mowing service
BEST rates for lawns Call 753-9666 please
leave message Ask for
mowed 753-6986
Russel
BILL'S Window Peening.
for electric and
LICENSED
your
witri
help
Back to
gas 753-7203
cleaning
Spring
Residential/Commercial LIGHT hauling, tree trim753 5934
ming and removal Call
BOB S Plumbing Repair 753-2320. leave message
Service All work guaran- MOODY S mower repair
teed 753 1134 or Pick up and delivery
436-S832
753 5668
BREAKING & disking gar- MOWING mulching and
dens Yard landscaping,
bush hogging & mulching
Free estimates 436-5430
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for

motor home boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection. high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
C t C Painting, 753-0884
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

lawn care Free estimates
489-2280 or 753-9216
MULCH delivered Murray
436-5560
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SEAMLESS gutters installed. residential or commercial. Servall Gutter Co
753-6433
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

SHEETROC K finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492 8742

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690

DRYWALL, finishing. repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling & Electric,
Inc Service sales and installation (502) 435-4699,
435-4327

ANTENNA Repair and installation Replace or install EXPERIENCED dry wall
quality Channel Master an- finishing References availtennas, rotors, and ampli- able 436-2060.
fiers Beasley's Antenna
HEATING Ron Hall HeatService, Buchanan,
ing, Cooling and Electr
901 642 4077
Co Service, unit repleteGAIL'S Creative Designs ment and complete
Computer embroidery, bon Licensed gas installer
Phone 435-4699
9ain-2pm. 753-5745
GARDENS TILLED FOR
SPRING PLANTiNGi Specializing in hard to get to
areas Small or large gardens done Schedule early
for prompt service Call.
Rick day 759-9557. night
753-2165 for a free
estimate

TUESDAY

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, deaningservicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12. 1-5.
Mon -Fri. 753-0530
WALKER'S cut 8 trim Free
estimates 436-2784
WANTED yards to mow,
odd jobs, gutters to clean
Reasonable rates, tree estimates Call 753-9048 All
work guaranteed

KITCHEN CABINET RE-FACING Make- your old
ITS time to start thinking new again with Formica. All
colors, free estimates
about mowing your yard
Call Wayne's Lawn Ser- iWullts Recovery, Murray,
vice, 489-2342 Free esti- KY. 436-5560
mates Reasonable rates
WHOLESALE carpet sales
JEFF'S Custom Closets
Closet organizers for home 8. installation Residential
or office customed de- or commercial Randy Lee
signed and installed Free 502 474-2796
Estimate 753-9581
WILL mow yard Call

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work JIM'S Garden Service. 753-8306 after 5pm
Gardens- breaking, dis- WINDOW & door repair 'a
436-2642
king, tilling. Lawns- seeding installation. 753-2330.
GERALD WALTERS
& fertilizing new or existing
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint- Blade work & bush ing. Free estimates 18 hogging. Reasonable
years experience Local re- rates 753-3413.
ferences. 436-2701.
HADAWAY Construction.
GUPTONS'S LAWN Remodeling, vinyl siding, FREE puppies. Beagle,
CARE. Lowest rates, best vinyl replacement win- Chow, & German Shepard
mix. Have had first shots.
care, free estimates
dows, vinyl flooring. 753-7797.
489-2590

Rockwell cancellation offered
The Murray Post Office, in
cooperation with the National
Scouting Museum at Murray
State University. is offering a
special commemorative postage
cancellation honoring Norman

Rockwell through the month of
July.
Thc cancellation can beobtained by placing letters in a
special box at the scouting
museum, by handing the letters to
main post office window clerks,
or by mailing to Postmaster, PO
Box 9998, Murray, KY
42071-9998.
According to Murray postmaster Mark Kcnncdy, the postal service will also be issuing a set of
lour 50 cent Norman Rockwell
stamps on a souvenir sheet and a
separate 29 cent Norman Rockell commemorative stamp dur-

s Are true originals who prefer work mg .4.10 to
being part ol a team Quick A Itted .ifid insentovic die) often become ',Inv
tient, with less ads ctittirous Is
lc (II them will rne.a habit of starting
projects. then turning them ,,%cr 14, •4hrl% ()me they hoot mastered a subs-cf. the qui.k Is moir on t, .iimethine else Count on them n, he mow
.1()DAY's

orritant in nmun.c

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM
North dealer
Neither side vulnerable

1-800-432-9346

thIMIOPI CHOW POI MO*rararices

NORTH
.954

+KJ 92
WEST
•A K J 10 3
•
•10 7 32
•9 4
•
48 3
•
SOUTH
•7
•K J 98 4
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GOSPEL MEETING

* A Q6
The bidding.
North East
South

Green Plain
Church of Christ

1•
Pass
4•
2.
Opening lead - king of
Defense is considerei
players to be the most dil

1•
24

of the game, but it woul
hard as it is cracked up 1
defenders availed themmi
ery opportunity to help
out.

Sunday, April 10 thru
Wednesday, April 13

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) University of Louisville researchers released figures recently

showing Kentucky's population
grew twice as fast from 1990 to
1992 than during the entire
decade of the 1980s.
Figures from the Kentucky
State Data Center showed Kentucky's population increased 1.9
percent during the two-year period compared to a 0.7 percent
increase from 1980 to 1990. The
figures showed the state's population grew from 3,686,296 in
1990 to 3,753,836 in 1992.
Calloway County increascd
from 30,735 in 1990 to 31,287 in
1992 for a gain of 552 or 1.8
percent.

Consider this deal fro
tournament where only
found the way to defeat S
heart contract. At every
defense started with Wi
the king of spades. Some
chanically signalled wit)
and West continued with

Services at 7:30 Each Evening

Speaker:

Ton

Roy Enoch
of Effingham, Illinois
There L.vill be a Homecoming on Sunday with a dinner following
the morning service and a Singing at 2:00 p.m.

BLONDIE

ThiE spun. AmEgicAN 6AZA1i
r5 A GREAT Per AN I HAM
n-iEto ON SAL.E oN,y r.
swap's EAcp,
NO
-14ANic5)

MILLION DOLLAR
JEWELRY SALE

CAINiti, COME OUT FROIrl
f41-1ER.EVER U'RE 441DINC
AND TAKE `10JR BA114.'

NOW THROUGH SUNDAY APRIL 10

NO PAYMENT - NO INTEREST UNTIL JULY 1994*

CATHY
ist HouR?!! You INVITED
/44 PARENTS TO COME MEET
40U FOR THE FIRST TIME
IN AN HOUR??!!

30%-50% OFF
30% OFF
25% OFF

HOROSCOPES

OM,

One Cg

tion as an American folk arust,"
Kennedy said.
-The interest in the cancellation will be world wide and we
expect request from every
,..ontinent."

VA
• K J 1083

State, county
populations up

436-2052

WEDNESDAY,APRIL 6, 1994
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE cial problems will mount unless you
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: act now. Save on groceries by using
Some sobering choices strengthen coupons. Set up a bill payment
your resolve and make you a more schedule before you get another
valuable employer or employee. In reminder. Romance is in bloom.
June. a family member will hold the
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
key to greater career success. Minor Closer scrutiny of your spending
differences could complicate your habits could be helpful in getting
plans for romance or marriage. Sit things back on track. Your loyalty to
down with partner and talk things a friend who is in over her head is
out. Your cash, reserves should commendable.
increase once 1995 gets under way.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
A happy era dawns for family life.'
new plan can make your business
CELEBRITIES BORN ON more profitable. Respond to an
THIS DATE: actor Billy Dee inquiry promptly and success will
Williams, baseball player Bert follow. A happy surprise could be
Blyleven, country singer Merle just around the corner.
Haggard. "Evening Shade" actress
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Marilu Henner.
Today offers you a taste of what you
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): face in the weeks ahead. Issuing
Interruptions from friends caii keep ultimatums will work against you.
you from completing an important Stay calm and rely on like-minded
work project or household task. The individuals to support you.
answers you have been seeking
SAGITTARIUS (No.. 22-Dec.
about an investment are forthcom- 21): You could he sitting on a powing.
der keg at home. Defuse a ticklish
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): situation before it explixies. Trouble
Your concerns over a relationship in paradise can be acoided. Stop
are needless. However, get things being so sensitive about criticism.
CAPRICORN 1Dec. 22-Jan.
off your chest; other people are willing to meet you halfway. Listen to 19): La) back and piistpone taking
an elder's words of wisdom tonight: action. The passage of time will
work in your interest ..1Ithough
they could strike home.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): A whistlehlowers run risks, someone
domestic matter must be resolved has to stand up for what is right.
before you leave on a business trip.
AQUARIUS dam 20-Fels.
Delight in a teen-ager's good news Switching to high-tech services puts
about college-acceptance. New
your compiehy and career on the fast
financial developments will work to track.. Welcome change'('ost -cut your ads antage
tins moves made now could create
CANCER i June 21-July 22.c. beg savings few you-later
Working hard now will lead to huge
• risen Web. 19--March 201: A
dividends in the near tutu*: Talks neu plan could offer you extraordiwith hankers about a loan or mort- nary versatility in the financial area
gage are favored A heart-to-heart An expett's on-target answers serve
discussion At NNW' C11111111.11t., 1111, you wet Cost. will go down %lake
understandings with Iiiyed ,inc'
yourself comfonahle at home this
I.E0 iJul 21-Aug 22) 1-inan
c‘rnint

ing the month of July.
"A e really expect to have a lot
ot interest in both these stamps
and the special cancellation
hcLause of Rockwell's close affiliation vvith scouting and recogni-
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10K and 14K gold in our assortments Available only at JCPenney stores with Fine Jewelry Departments Merchandise shown is representative of
assortment. Selection may vary by store. If an item is not available at your nearest JCPenney store, we will gladly order it for you
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LOOKING BACK

CONTRACT BRIDGE'

21 West Kentucky
tricts are expected to

ten years ago

chool disparticipate
in the third annual Murray Special Olympics for Mentally Handicapped Children on April 27 at
Murray State University.
The Rev. Mickey Carpenter
spoke at youth services on Sunday at Dexter-Hardin and Palestine United Methodist Churches,
according to the Rev. John Churchwell, pastor of both churches.
First place winners at New
Concord School Science Fair
were Earl Hicks on "Save Energy
— The Electric Car" and Bruce
McManus, Danny Kingins and
Johnny Brinklin on group project.
"Thc Artesian Wells."
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Dale Jones,
March 18.

Work crews from Ed Morgan
Association of Elizabethtown are
in the process of installing underace. Declarer ruffed, led a heart to ground sewer lines for Murray
the ace, a club to the ace, drew Water & Sewer System on U.S.
trumps and eventually lust two dia- Highway 641 North near the city

One Card Points the Way
North dealer
Neither side vulnerable.

NORTH
•954
IP A
• K J1083
K J 92

monds to finish with exactly tan
triLics
At some tables,East tried to discourage Westfrom continuingspades
by playing the deuce on the king at
trick one West then either disregarded t n e signal and played the ace
anyway or shifted to a club. In those
cases. South came to the same ten
tricks
At one table,however,F.astfound
a moat effective way ofstopping West
from leading a second spade while
suggesting a diamond shift, the only
return that defeats the contract.

EAST
* Q 86 2
•65
•A Q6

WEST
* AKJ 103
•10 7 3 2
•9 4
+83

+10754
SOUTH
*7
TKQJ984
•7 5 2

•AQ6

The bidding.
North
South West
East
1•
1•
1 qlf
Pass
2+
4•
2
Opening lead — king of spades.
Defense is considered by most
players to be the most difficult part
of the game, but it wouldn't be as
hard as it is cracked up to be if the
defenders availed themselves of every opportunity to help each other
out.
•
Consider this deal from a recent
tournament where only one pair
found the way to defeat South's four
heart contract. At every table, the
defense started with West leading
the king of spades. Some Easts mechanically signalled with the eight
and West continued with the spade

11

Murray State University Chamber Orchestra, directed by Dr.
Gerald L. Welker, will present a
concert tonight at West Kentucky
Wrather Museum.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie A. Cook,
March 19.
Elected as officers of Murray
Woman's Club were Ann Brooks,
Bess KerlitA, Evelyn Wallis,
Fonda Grogan, Dorothy Mc Kentic and Billie Hall.

Instead of playing the deuce or eight
on West's king, this inspired defender played the queen!
This play could hardly be misconstrued by West as a singleton or
a doubleton. since East had raised

Mr. and Mrs. Hassell Windsor
married 50 years April 7.

Ann Herron spoke on "American Theatre in the 60's" at a
meeting of Murray Magazine
Club at the home of Mrs. Fred
G ingles.

Thirty years ago

will be

Tornty years ago

Forty years ago

Army Pvt. Don A. Maupin, son

More than 250 youngsters from

spades. Nor Lould East be attempting to show possession of the queen
and jack,since West — as East fully
expected — was looking at the jack
ir his own hand.
The meaning of the queen was
thus eminently clear: East was suggesting that Westshift to the higherranking of the other two side suits.
Sc Westshifted to the diamond nine,

,,,•rving with Company C of 12th
Engineer Battalion in Korea.
Mrs. George Karnavas and
sons, Tracy and Tony, kft April
4 to join their husband and father,
Lt. Karnavas at Frankfurt,
Germany.
James Johnson, executive secretary of Murray Chamber of
Commerce, spoke on "Community Improvement in the Arts" at a
meeting of Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Births,reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Klapp,
March 25,

Army Pfc. Dan V. White, son

of Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Maupin,1 is

White of Hazel, is stationed in Korea, but has been on
a seven-day rest and recuperation
leave in Kobe, Japan.
Jane Cooper, Jerry Graham.
Sue Marshall, Don Myers, Ann
Parker, Ronnie Ray, and Joan
Spann, members of Murray
Training school Chaptec of..
Future Business Leaders of America, along with their sponsor, Eugene Smith, attended the
State FBLA convention at
Louisville.
A Tobacco Plant Bed Clinic
was held at the office of Calloway County Farm Agent S.V.
Foy and at the farm of Bill Ed
Hendon.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Wilson, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn Hale, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nix
Hart.
of T.V.

•••

,
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DEAR -ABBY
DEAR ABBY: I am writing in
response tit the letter from "Patty

not qualified to practice law in
California (or any other state), I

H., Bonita, Calif." In California, I checked with the Office of
believe it's a federal offense to inter- Postal Inspectors and spoke
fere with the delivery of mail, which with Inspector Pamela Prince.
is what her sister-in-law did when Actually, the fine is higher than
she wrote "refused" on a letter you thought.
According to Section 1702 of
addressed to her husband, and sent
it back. If Patty wanted to cause a the Federal Criminal Code and
lot of family problems, she could Rules, Title 18 — U.S. Code:
and the Q-A and another diamond.
complain to the US. postal authori- "Whoever takes any letter,
ruffed by West,gave the defenders a ties.
I believe there is a fine of postal card or package out of
well-deserved top score.
$1,000 and up to five years in any post office or any authoprison for interfering with the deliv- rized depository for mail matter,
Tomorrow:That old black magic.
or from authorized letter or
ery of mail.
JUANITA RODRIGLJEZ, mail carrier, or which has been
FRESNO,CALIF. in any post office or authorized

DEAR JUANITA: Since

I am

depository, or in the custody of
any letter or mail carrier, before

it has been delivered to the person to whom it was directed,
with designs to obstruct the correspondence, or to pry into the
business or secrets of another,
or opens, secretes, embezzles, or
destroys same,shall be fined not
more than $2,000 or imprisoned
not more than five 151 years, or
both."
ass

DEAR ABBY: Regarding the letter from -A Loser in Kansas": May I
contribute a little input from my
own experience?
I am also an average-looking 35man who has never been

PAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

LOOKED LIKE A
MAN v.4-40 COU.DN'r
RESeST A elARGAIN
'

•

oic:!a 'T/s-'

•

ri.

married — though I. too, want to
meet the right woman. I am Ws°
paralyzed from the waist down. partially incontinent and basically
impotent. (Just what every woman
is looking for, right?)
However, in the past 10 years
since my becoming "disabled." I
have had three wonderful relationships. emotionally and sexually. My
motto: "If what you got don't work,
work with what you got."
Like you said, Abby. "II' you label
yourself a loser, you will never be a
winner."
ALEX IN WEST CHESTER, PA.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Please do your
female readers a favor and tell
them not to waste too much time
with guys for whom they have "no.
feelings."
Also, tell the guy the truth about
why you have no feelings for him.
Not knowing is a lot worse than
hearing,"You're too short, you don't
make enough money, or you have
body odor."
NEVER HAD A RELATIONSHIP •
•••

DEAR ABBY: The poem "Eleven
O'clock Mass" was delightful. Your
Catholic and :Jewish readers must
aurely have enjoyed it_
For me, it brought back loving
memories of 40 years ago when I
was in nurse's training at the Jewish Hospital. I, an Irish Catholic,
shared a dormitory room with a
Jewish classmate. When I had to be
on duty in the hospital at 7 a.m. on
Sundays, it was necessary for me to
go to Mass at the nearby old general
hospital. There. Mass was held in
the morgue, where folding chairs
were set up for the purpose.
In the dark, blustery, very cold
viinter months, we had to reach the
morgue through long, dimly lit, isolated tunnels. In this east', my Jewish roommate would accompany me
to Mass because she. didn't want me.
to go alone.
Needless to say. when Yom Kippur came around, this Irish
Catholic fasted!
SHALOM FROM 011I0
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"Farmer Bob.
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Your

barn door's open."

CATHY
AV HOUR'!! ktou INVITED
AN Matins TO COME InEET
4011 FOR THE FIRST TIME
AN HOUR??!!

DON'T WORR4, CATHY. I INVITED THEM. I'LL RUN OUT TO
'THE STORE, BUY GROCERIES,
RIM BACK, COCK DINNER, SET
THE TABLE AND STRAICHTEN
UP YOUR HOUSE.

YOU JUST SR HERE iP
THIS NICE CIVOR AND
WORK YOURSELf UP INTO
1
41.
A PSYCHOTIC FRENt/

OH, SURE! LEAVE(
WITH THE HARD PART!!

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Southwestern
Indians
5 Roman 56
8 Mormon
State
12 Cabins
13 Author —
Deighton
14 Predator's
victim
15 Actress —
Hagen
18 Observe
18 Sixth sense
(abbr )
19 The man
20 Scottish caps
21 Actor —
Asner
23 Singer Kiri —
Kamera
24 "— Coons"
26 Anwar
28 Walked In
water
29 Caustic
substance
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30 Plead
32 S-shaped
molding
33 Actor Horsley
34 Tiny amount
35 Mesh
36 Cover
37 Horses neck
hair
38 Sailing vessel
40 Part of book
41 Concerning
43 Stamp of

approval
44 k
45 While
47 Strike
49 German
seaport
51 Electric unit
52 Vases
54 Aunt in
Spain
55 Above
58 Allot
57 Congeal
58 Not difficult
DOWN
1 No
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

000M 0000 800
U000 IMMO 00
1100300 MB 000
0000 00000
OMB D0000 DO
0000 01110 OOM
Up OUD 1.300 013
OMB 300 00000
Up 00031100U
00000 0000
gi u uu fai0 0 ugiu
0 0 0000 0MOM
000 0000 O000
4-5
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2 Teaching
3 Greek letter
4 Steamship
labbr
5 South
American
animal
6 Animal Oocs
7 Business
abbr
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By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What are the
symptoms of a yeast infection and
what can I do about it?
DEAR READER: Yeast infections
cause a characteristic white,"cheesy"
coating or discharge on the skin, in
the mouth or in the vagina. The diagnosis is confirmed by a smear or culture, which enables the doctor to iden •
tify the yeast microorganisms. Once
this is done, treatment with anti-yeast
medication, such as Mycostatin. is
usually effective.
I assume from your question that
you are suffering from the pain and
discharge of a vaginal yeast infection
-Again, this should be diagnosed by a
physician, because other, non-yeast
(bacteriall infections can appear simi
lar Then the physician can recom•
mend appropriate therapy.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I average at least
six nose bleeds a week, yet my doctor
Isn't concerned He simply has shown
me how to pinch my nostrils to stop
the flow. I'm seeking a second opinion
by writing to you. What's wrong'
DEAR READER: The most corn

mon cause of severe or recurring
nose bleeds is a denuded artery in the
septum the raw and uncovered blood
vessel lying against the plate of carti
lag'. that separates the nostnls
Firmly pinching the nostnIs (below
the bony bridge of the nose, will usu
alh arrest an acute nose bleed. but it
doesn I sok.. thc basic problem -Such
raw artrrir. ran re‘olt from trauma
ii h
nfe
e(
ra
lp
io; or inflammation of thc
lining each of which requires_
The first step in aiding hr..111111111174
use a nose .r.ra) •itch a. I 4 porno
Nee Syeepherme whir% shrinks the
nasal lining thereby squeezing thr
artery shut Used three times a din
for three or four dais the spray not
imly prevents bleeding but me-our
ages keeling
The second step is le have the
(trended artery csiNeeleed A suripen
or utelarvegolefist uses a special
marmoreal le bent the Weans pew

Imre bailey has ereerwmt the artery
ii iriael
awl most Weed=
%owe upswithels erseewumei
thir woes soh wise as se alleseslies
therups
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DEATHS
Mrs. Brooksie Bell Mayer

J. William (Bill) Carneal

1

J. William (Bill) Carnal, 75, Owensboro, died Monday at
Owensboro-Davieu County Hospital.
He served from 1974 to 1962 as a member of Murray State University Board of Regents, and during pan of that time be served as vice
chairman. He was a past president of the MSU Alumni Association,
and a former chairman of Murray State University Foundation.
A Navy veteran of Workl War II, Mr. Carneal was an Owensboro
city commissioner from 1964-65 and mayor pro-tern in 1967. He was
a member of Wesleyan Heights United Metodist Church, Owensboro.
He retired in 1983 after 34 years as senior vice president of public
affairs for Texas Gas Transmission Corporation.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary T. Curtest two sons, James
W. Carneal Jr., Louisville, and Robert E. Carneal, Lexington; one
granddaughter, Shannon P. Curtest, Louisville; one brother, John Paul
Carneal, Paducah.
The funeral will be Thursday at 10:30 a.m. in the chapel of Glenn
Funeral Home, Owensboro. Entombment will follow.in Owensboro
Memorial Gardens Mausoleum.
Friends may call from 2 to 8 p.m. Wednesday and after 9 a.m.
l'hursday at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Wendell Foster Center, P.O. Box 1668, Owensboro, Ky. 42302, or Wesleyan Heights United Methodist Church, 1125 Scherm Rd., Owensboro,
Ky. 42301.

Mrs. Cotiel Bazzell
Services for Mrs. Cotiel Bazzell will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Charlie Arnett and Bob
Haley will officiate. Dwayne Rogers will be in charge of the song
service.
Pallbearers will be Alan Bazzell, Brett Bazzell, Bruce Bazzell,
Mark Bazzell, Terry Barnett and Johnny Garner. Burial will follow in
Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mrs. Bazzell, 79, Rt. 1, Farmington, Coldwater community, died
Sunday at 12:35 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Born Aug. 22, 1914, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Harim Vince Darnell and Jenny Ethel McClain Darnell. Also
preceding her in death were three sisters, Larue Mayfield, Edith Gupton and Sylvia Cloys; one brother, Carvice Darnell; two half sisters,
Chettie Waters and Betty Jones.
Survivors include her husband, Dewey Bazzell; two daughters, Mrs.
Shelba Barneu and husband, Bob, Hardin, and Mrs. Linda Newsome
and husband, Delbert, Coldwater; three sons, Buddy Joe Bazzell and
wife, Beverly, Canton, Mich.; Dan Bazzell and wife, Marilyn, Coldwater, and Ronnie Bazzell and wife, Lagenia, Rt. 1, Murray; 13
grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren.

Sam Hooks
Final rites for Sam Hooks were Monday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Morgan's Funeral Home, Eddyville. The Rev. Steve McVay and the
Rev. Ronnie Hooks officiated. Burial was in Liberty Cemetery in
Lyon County.
Mr_ _Hooks, 76, Eddyville, died Saturday at 9:51 a.m. at caklwell
County Hospital, Princeton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margaret Cook Hooks; two daughters, Mrs. Jane Rogers, Murray, and Mrs. Sara Boyd, Kuttawa; two
sisters, Mrs. Melba Ellie, Kings Mills, Ohio, and Mrs. Linda Naderman, Cincinnati, Ohio; two brothers, Norville Hooks and Garth
Hooks, Princeton; two grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

Simons' benefit scheduled
Plans are well kinderway for the
scholarship benefit dance scheduled
to be held on Saturday, April 30th.
The event will honor the lifetime
contributions of Murray's Charles
E. "Chuck" Simons and raise funds
for scholarship in his name.
Simons was the first full-time
percussion teacher at Murray State
University, co-owner of "Chuck's
Music Center" with his wife, Barbara, and a professional jazz musician who performed widely in the
region. He died of a heart attack in
November of 1993.
The dance will feature a big band
made up of professional friends of
Simons. Some of those who have
committed to the evening include:
Saxes: Roger Reichmuth, Murray;
Mike Congiardo, Benton; Marion
Reithel, Union City, Tn.; Gerald
McGuire,Jackson,Tenn.;and Johnnie Coffey, Murray. Trumpets:
Bobby Bishop, Indianapolis: Dee
Bishop, Ripley, Tenn.; Tim Smith,
Murray; J.L. Taylor, Jackson,
Tenn. Trombones: Ron Cowherd,
Paducah; Alan Baker, Cadiz; Louis
"Hap" Bourgois, Lexington.
Rhymth: Jim Frank, Murray; Elmo
Reed, Benton, Ky.; Tom Lonardo,
Paris, Tenn.; Homer "H" Pruitte,
Dawson Springs, Ky.; Todd Hill,
Milan,Tenn.; John Arnn,Nashville,
Tenn.; John Madole, Nashville,
Tenn.; and Benji Bohannon, Benton, Ky.
Among additional guest artists
who will be featured are Don Story.
Murra ; Marie Ta bor. Murray; Jim
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Fern, Calvert City; Richard Ready,
Benton; and Dan Steele, Paducah.
Band leaders Olen Foster Martin
from Columbus, Oh., and Billy
Shelton from Memphis have benn
invited to send tunes from their
dance band books and to guest
several selections.
To be held in conjunction with
alumni weekend, many out-of-town
friends are expected to attend and to
join those from the region who will
attend.
The scholarship benefit dance is
scheduled for 8:30-11:30 p.m. in
the Murray State University's Curris
Center Ballroom on Saturday, April
30. Reservations may be made by
calling 76203001. or 1-800-7538510.

The funeral for Mrs. Brooksie Bell Mayer will be Wednesday at
10:30 am. in Memorial Chapel of Anglin Funeral Home, Dover,
Tenn. Dr. John David Laida will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery at Murray, Ky.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6:30 p.m. tonight
(Tuesday).
Mrs. Mayer, 81, Dover, Tenn., formerly of Murray. died Sunday at
her home. Her husband, Julian F. Mayer Sr., preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Beuy Parker, Birmingham,
Ala.; two sons, Walter L. Mayer, Dover, Tenn., and Julian F. Mayer
Jr., Mountain Home, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Lucille Preston, Oklahoma City, Okla., and Mrs. Marie Conlee, Burbank, Calif.; two brothers,
Joe Bell, Kenton, Tenn., and Lewis Bell, St. Louis, Mo.; four grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Grace Lockhart
Funeral rites for Mrs. Grace Lockhart were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Bob Wilson and
the Rev. Charles Dinkins officiated.
Pallbearers were deacons of First Baptist Church, Mayfield. Burial
was in Maplewood Cemetery there.
Mrs. Lockhart, 85, Mayfield, died Sunday at 12:05 a.m. at Mills
Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Joanne Ward, and one son,
Ralph Lockhart, both of Mayfield; two brothers, Clay Allen, Louisville, and Everett Allen, Benton; three grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.

Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery witharrangcments
by J.H. Churchilr Funeral Borne
where friends may call from 4 to
9 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to University of Missouri Basketball Scholarship
Fund in memory of Gene Landolt
at Peoples Bank, Murray, or to
Christian Community Service
Fund of First Christian Church.
Mr. Landon, 62, South 12th
Street, Murray, died Sunday at
9:57 p.m. at Baptist Central Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Rebecca Dublin Landolt;
two daughters, Mrs. Debbie
Schwinn and husband, Dan,
Waco, Texas, and Mrs. Lore
Kennedy and husband, David,
Pine Hurst, N.C.; one son,
George Landolt and wife, Julie,
Nashville, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Janet Barton and husband, Larry,
Bonne Terre, Mo.; five grandchildren, Whitney, Sarah and Elizabeth Landolt and Ashley and
Adam Schwinn; his mother-inlaw, Mrs. 0.0. Dublin, Murray.
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Eastwood Christian Academy
'94-'95 PRE-REGISTRATION
Beginning April 11th through May 31st 8:30-3:30 Mon.-Fri.
•
All students must have this paid in order to be a student at ECA.This
fee is non-refundable and paid one time each year.
Exc€

BEFORE MAY 31
1/2 PRICE

AFTER MAY 31

One Child....--...50.00
Two Children._...75.00
Three Children-87.50

One Child.--...... 100.00
Two Children.— 150.00
Three Children.175.00

Great emphasis is placed on fundamentals ol education. A strong
phonics program that begins in first
grade enables all students to learn
to read. Homework, report cards.
concerned teachers, and informed
parents are the rule and not the
exception
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education, with college prep courses
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Kindergarten classes offer a delightful learning experience for your
child. This enjoyable program is
designed to provide a good educational foundation. Kindergarten
meets 1/2 day Monday thru Friday.
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Investments Since 1854.

Gene Landolt
The funeral for Gene Landolt
will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
First Christian Church, Murray,
where he was a member and
elder. Dr. David Roos, Dr. Ray
Stouffer and the Rev. Al Burr
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Cal Luther,
Jim Boone, Gerald Tabers, Virgil
Harris, Jerry Aubuchon, Fred
Aubuchon, Bill Barker and Don
Stratton, active; Dr. Johnny Quertermous, Dr. H.S. Jackson, Al
Burr, Dan Schwinn, Don Straton,
Johnny Reagan, E.W. Dennison,
Eddie Hunt, Andrew Hansford,
Bill Murray, John Boyer, Charlie
Bender, Barney Thweatt, James
Rudy Allbritten, Dan McKee!,
seniors at Miller Golf Course,
and members of O.B. Boone Jr.
Sunday School Class at First
Christian Church.
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"A traditional classroom approach

in a family

1 Mile East of Murray on Hwy. 94
7144744
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